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Text-to-speech synthesis is a key component of interactive, speech-based systems. Typically, build-
ing a high-quality voice requires collecting dozens of hours of speech from a single professional
speaker in an anechoic chamber with a high-quality microphone. There are about 7,000 languages
spoken in the world, and most do not enjoy the speech research attention historically paid to such
languages as English, Spanish, Mandarin, and Japanese. Speakers of these so-called “low-resource
languages” therefore do not equally benefit from these technological advances. While it takes a
great deal of time and resources to collect a traditional text-to-speech corpus for a given language,
we may instead be able to make use of various sources of “found” data which may be available. In
particular, sources such as radio broadcast news and ASR corpora are available for many languages.
While this kind of data does not exactly match what one would collect for a more standard TTS
corpus, it may nevertheless contain parts which are usable for producing natural and intelligible
parametric TTS voices.
In the first part of this thesis, we examine various types of found speech data in comparison
with data collected for TTS, in terms of a variety of acoustic and prosodic features. We find that
radio broadcast news in particular is a good match. Audiobooks may also be a good match despite
their largely more expressive style, and certain speakers in conversational and read ASR corpora
also resemble TTS speakers in their manner of speaking and thus their data may be usable for
training TTS voices.
In the rest of the thesis, we conduct a variety of experiments in training voices on non-traditional
sources of data, such as ASR data, radio broadcast news, and audiobooks. We aim to discover
which methods produce the most intelligible and natural-sounding voices, focusing on three main
approaches:
• Training data subset selection. In noisy, heterogeneous data sources, we may wish to
locate subsets of the data that are well-suited for building voices, based on acoustic and
prosodic features that are known to correspond with TTS-style speech, while excluding ut-
terances that introduce noise or other artifacts. We find that choosing subsets of speakers for
training data can result in voices that are more intelligible.
• Augmenting the frontend feature set with new features. In cleaner sources of found
data, we may wish to train voices on all of the data, but we may get improvements in
naturalness by including acoustic and prosodic features at the frontend and synthesizing in
a manner that better matches the TTS style. We find that this approach is promising for
creating more natural-sounding voices, regardless of the underlying acoustic model.
• Adaptation. Another way to make use of high-quality data while also including informative
acoustic and prosodic features is to adapt to subsets, rather than to select and train only on
subsets. We also experiment with training on mixed high- and low-quality data, and adapting
towards the high-quality set, which produces more intelligible voices than training on either
type of data by itself.
We hope that our findings may serve as guidelines for anyone wishing to build their own TTS
voice using non-traditional sources of found data.
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Recent advances in speech technology have led to a proliferation of speech-enabled consumer appli-
cations. From virtual assistants such as Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Echo to Panasonic’s translating
airport megaphone and Samsung’s talking refrigerator, it can seem like speech technology is ev-
erywhere. However, this is only truly the case for languages which have been fortunate enough
to receive the corporate or government resources and research attention required to collect and
annotate the large amounts of data and linguistic information needed to build precise, domain-
appropriate speech models. Text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) is a key component of interactive,
speech-based technology such as spoken dialogue systems, virtual personal assistants and speech-
to-speech translation, and typically, building a high-quality voice requires collecting dozens of hours
of speech recorded from a single professional speaker in an anechoic chamber with a high-quality
microphone. There are approximately 7,000 languages in the world, and most do not enjoy the
speech research attention historically paid to such languages as English, Spanish, Mandarin, and
Japanese; speakers of these so-called “low-resource languages” therefore do not equally benefit
from these technological advances. Thus, they lack access to technologies they can use to commu-
nicate and search for information in their own language by voice – a major accessibility issue for
those who lack the ability to read. Furthermore, in this global age, access to language technology
such as speech translation becomes important not only for travelers but for medical professionals,
emergency response staff, corporations, journalists, the military and law enforcement.
Researchers have previously explored many different techniques for building voices for languages
where large amounts of speech data are not available. Approaches such as bootstrapping resources
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across similar languages, creating automatic (supervised and unsupervised) labeling approaches,
and collecting new data have all proven useful. For instance, (Dijkstra et al., 2004) created a syn-
thesizer for Frisian, a minority language of the Netherlands, by bootstrapping data and resources
from Dutch and Spanish. Similarly, (Yang et al., 2015) built TTS for Tibetan by extending a
Mandarin synthesizer. (Ekpenyong et al., 2014) built a synthesizer for Ibibio, a Nigerian tone
language, by recording a small amount of professional speech and porting an existing frontend for
Spanish. Moreover, (Sitaram et al., 2013) bootstrapped synthetic voices for languages without a
standardized orthography, by performing cross-lingual phonetic decoding on untranscribed audio.
Language adaptation is another form of bootstrapping from higher-resource languages when one
only has minimal target language data: (Anumanchipalli and Black, 2010) pooled data from nine
different source languages and performed a phoneme mapping to create adapted voices for German
and Telugu using as few as 20 utterances in the target languages. There have also been consider-
able efforts to build language-independent tools to streamline the process of building voices for new
languages. Festvox (Black and Lenzo, 2003) is a framework that provides general tools for building
voices in any language. It has enabled the creation of unit-selection voices in many languages. For
instance, (Mariam et al., 2004) used Festvox to build a voice for Amharic using their own recorded
data, and identified the language-specific challenges of Amharic regarding epenthesis and syllabifi-
cation. (Kominek et al., 2007) expanded upon Festvox by creating online tools for individuals to
easily record and label speech, and tested them in a classroom setting on a variety of languages.
Users record their own audio from texts automatically selected for maximal grapheme coverage,
and incrementally build a lexicon starting with the most common words to create baseline rules,
and then manually accepting or correcting pronunciations for additional words. Similarly, methods
and tools for building TTS frontend modules in the absence of large amounts of hand-annotated
data were developed in (Watts et al., 2013) for the purpose of building voices in arbitrary new
languages, but without assuming knowledge of the language. They used a lightly-supervised active
learning based data selection approach to choose neutral utterances from audiobooks, and created
a vector space model by computing co-occurrence statistics about the distribution of graphemes in
text, which were used as linguistic units instead of phonemes. More recently, (Gutkin et al., 2016)
collected their own data to build a TTS database for Bangla by using “multiple ordinary speakers”
instead of one professional speaker, but choosing speakers with similar vocal characteristics to each
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other.
While it takes a great deal of time and resources to collect a traditional text-to-speech corpus
for a given language, we may instead be able to make use of various sources of “found” data
which may be available. In particular, sources such as radio broadcast news, audiobooks, and
podcasts are available online in many languages. While this kind of data does not exactly match
what one would collect for a more standard TTS corpus, it may nevertheless contain a substantial
amount of speech from each speaker, the speakers may be professionals, and the recording conditions
may be high-quality. The major difference is that TTS speakers are typically instructed to speak
as consistently as possible, without varying their voice quality, speaking style, pitch, volume, or
tempo significantly (Matous̆ek et al., 2008), whereas even broadcast news anchors will have some
variance in their speech, even when they are speaking in an otherwise predominantly neutral style.
Furthermore, for many years, TTS research has been dominated by the unit selection paradigm –
the simple concatenation of words and phrases from very large datasets recorded by a professional
speaker in a sound booth, and laboriously hand-annotated for any phenomenon whose variation is
desired. Unfortunately, this paradigm typically results in degraded quality of synthetic speech when
producing of out-of-vocabulary words (e.g. proper names) or prosodic variations which have not
been explicitly recorded and annotated. This makes the creation of unit-selection TTS systems a
lengthy, laborious, and expensive process, typically only feasible for companies with large budgets.
In fact, it can cost major companies over $1 million to create a new TTS voice from beginning to
end. This has been a major factor in limiting the creation of TTS systems to those of immediate
commercial value. However, the more recent emergence of parametric approaches to synthesis,
often implemented using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) or neural network based architectures,
now makes it possible to create TTS systems quickly and inexpensively in a research environment.
Such systems can be trained on much smaller amounts of speech from multiple speakers recorded
in less controlled environments and for purposes other than synthesis.
In this work, we investigate the following research questions:
• Can we quantify the salient acoustic and prosodic similarities and differences between tradi-
tional TTS corpora and other types of data?
• Can we build and evaluate TTS voices from different sources of found data that are not
typically used for TTS?
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• Can we identify subsets of a non-traditional source of data for TTS, such as radio broadcast
news or ASR corpora, based on acoustic and prosodic features, to select parts of those corpora
that are the most similar to the kind of data found in a traditional TTS corpus, for low-
resource languages for which a TTS corpus is not available?
• Can we identify voice modeling approaches that are best suited to this type of data, making
use of knowledge about salient acoustic and prosodic features?
• Can these approaches be used to create voices from found data that are reasonably natural-
sounding and intelligible?
In this thesis, we present experiments in creating voices for US English as well as in low-resource
languages such as Amharic and Turkish using radio broadcast news, ASR telephone corpora, and
audiobooks using different approaches such as subset selection and adaptive training, with crowd-





The advent of statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
based synthesis and neural network based synthesis has enabled the creation of voices without
necessarily requiring large amounts of high-quality, single-speaker data. We use a variety of open-
source tools for frontend processing and for training parametric voice models using both HMMs
and neural networks. Parametric synthesis is an approach that learns voice model parameters from
data. New speech is synthesized by using the trained models to generate the appropriate acoustic
feature sequence for the given text, and then that sequence is converted into an audio waveform
using a vocoder. This approach is in contrast with the unit selection approach to TTS, in which
large amounts of recorded speech from a voice talent are segmented and rearranged to form new
utterances. While the process of using a vocoder to generate completely new audio from generated
acoustic features typically results in audio that has a “buzzy” sound that is less natural than using
pieces of actual recorded audio, parametric synthesis nevertheless has a number of advantages over
unit selection: first, a parametric “voice” consists only of the model parameters of the trained
voice, rather than the entire recorded training corpus, resulting in a smaller footprint. Second, unit
selection absolutely requires that the entire corpus be spoken by the same speaker, in the same
style, under the same recording conditions – any variation will result in an audible change where
the units are joined together. Parametric synthesis, on the other hand, learns average statistics
about what speech sounds like – thus, we can train voices on data that contains mixed speakers,
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recording conditions, and styles. This makes parametric synthesis especially well-suited for our
task of training voices on data which was collected for other purposes. Third, model parameters
can be adapted to different speakers or styles, allowing for very flexible creation of different types
of voices.
2.2 Hidden Markov Model Based Synthesis
For parametric voice training and synthesis, we primarily work within the framework of HTS (H
Triple-S, The HMM-based Speech Synthesis System) (Zen et al., 2007), an open-source parametric
HMM-based synthesis system. HTS is a modified version of HTK, the Hidden Markov Model
Toolkit (Young et al., 1995). HTS implements all of the basic algorithms needed to train acoustic
models for an HMM-based synthesizer and provides basic recipes for speaker-independent (SI)
and speaker-adaptive training (SAT), as well as allowing for very fine-grained control over model
training and adaptation.
An overview of HMM-based synthesis as implemented in HTS is shown in Figure 2.1. Training
data is provided as aligned linguistic features (extracted by a separate frontend) and acoustic
features (extracted from the audio signal). Linguistic features are represented as phonemes in
context, where context can include arbitrary features chosen by the user. The standard set of
contextual features includes previous two and next two phonemes, syllable-related features such as
the vowel of the current syllable, stress information, and word- and phrase-level features such as
the position of the current word or phrase in the utterance. Standard acoustic features consist of
log f0 and spectral features represented as mel-generalized cepstral coefficients (MGC), as well as
deltas and delta-deltas of those values, each modeled as their own stream.
Each phoneme-in-context gets modeled as an HMM with five states to allow for change in the
sound of that phoneme over its beginning, middle, and end. Due to the large set of contextual
features, sparsity is an issue – many combinations of phonemes and context will only be seen in the
data a small number of times, and most will never be seen at all. To combat this, a decision tree
is built during training where yes/no questions are asked about the phonemes and their context
(specified in a user-provided, language-dependent questions file), and similar models are clustered
together – their data is pooled, and their parameters are learned together and shared. At synthesis
6
Figure 2.1: HMM-based speech synthesis. (Black et al., 2007)
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time, the text is converted into a contextual-feature representation by the frontend, the appropriate
models are selected by traversing the decision trees, and a sequence of acoustic parameters are
generated by those models, which are lastly converted into audio by the vocoder.
The HTS speaker-independent (SI) recipe starts by initializing monophone models and then does
five rounds of embedded re-estimation, which uses the Baum-Welch algorithm to get a maximum-
likelihood estimate of the model parameters. Then, the monophone models are copied into full-
context ones, and embedded re-estimation is repeated for the full-context models. Next, the decision
tree is constructed and clustering is performed, followed by clustered embedded re-estimation. Then
there is another round of re-clustering with the re-estimated models, and lastly, a final re-estimation
step.
The speaker-adaptive training (SAT) recipe first trains a base model in the same manner as the
SI recipe. Then, three rounds of speaker-adaptive training are performed in which first, the CMLLR
(constrained maximum-likelihood linear regression) transforms for each speaker are estimated and
then the AVM (average voice model) HMM and duration models are re-estimated. Finally, the
target speaker’s transform is applied to the AVM and speech is synthesized for the target speaker.
2.3 Neural Network Based Synthesis
More recently, the availability of greater computational resources and more data has enabled deep
learning architectures to be leveraged for creating high-quality parametric text-to-speech models
(Kang et al., 2013; Zen et al., 2013). Neural network based synthesis replaces the decision trees
and HMMs of HMM-based synthesis with a deep neural network as the regression model. This
approach has recently produced very high-quality voices, and addresses some of the naturalness
issues common to HMM-based voices. (Merritt et al., 2015) found that the across-class averaging
resulting from decision tree-based context clustering is a major detractor of naturalness in HMM
voice quality, and (Watts et al., 2016) found that replacing the decision trees with deep neural
networks (DNNs) and the production of frame-level rather than state-level predictions substantially
improved naturalness. Furthermore, (Wang et al., 2016) found that the modeling approach selected
can vastly reduce the amount of training data required to produce voices of comparable quality – an
HMM system trained on 100 hours of data was comparable in f0 correlation (an objective measure of
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naturalness) to a DNN system using only 10 hours, and a DNN system trained on 100 hours of data
was comparable to a DBLSTM-RNN (deep bidirectional long short-term memory recurrent neural
network) system trained on only 10 hours. While these results were for voices trained on single-
speaker data collected specifically for TTS, we may also benefit from using modeling approaches
that can produce higher-quality voices with less data.
The Merlin toolkit for neural network based speech synthesis (Wu et al., 2016) is a modular,
extensible toolkit for training synthetic voices. Merlin provides Kaldi-style (Povey et al., 2011)
recipes – Kaldi is a popular open-source research toolkit for automatic speech recognition, and
one of the main goals of the Kaldi project was to provide complete recipes for building speech
recognition systems that work on commonly-used corpora such as those available from the Lin-
guistic Data Consortium. Merlin allows the user to configure the number and type of layers in
the neural network voice model, and also allows for different choices of vocoder. While Merlin
accepts HTS-style full-context labels, it further processes those input features to be suitable for a
neural network. Neural networks require numeric features whereas the decision tree regression of
HTS requires categorical features, so the categories (e.g. phoneme identities) are represented as a
series of one-hot encodings. Then, the linguistic phoneme-by-phoneme representation is converted
into a temporal representation, in which phonemes are broken down into states and states into
frames, with positional information of the frame within the state being added to the input feature
representation. A separate durational model must be trained first, followed by acoustic model
training.
The default Merlin speaker-independent “build your own voice” recipe uses WORLD (Morise
et al., 2016) for acoustic feature extraction and vocoding, and trains models consisting of 6 tanh
(hyperbolic tangent) layers each of size 1024, with a linear activation function at the output layer.
Batch size is 64 for the duration model and 256 for the acoustic model. Learning rate is fixed at
0.002, momentum at 0.3, and number of training epochs at 25.
The Merlin speaker adaptation recipe implements two different types of adaptation (described
in (Bollepalli et al., 2017)): back-propagating the adaptation data through the model to re-tune
all the weights (‘fine-tune’); and “Learn Hidden Unit Contributions” (LHUC), which recombines
hidden units based on the adaptation data (Swietojanski et al., 2016).
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2.4 Frontend Processing
For frontend text processing, we use the Festival Speech Synthesis System (Black et al., 2014), which
has a very modular architecture allowing for providing custom pronunciation lexica, tokenization,
post-lexical rules, etc., as well as phonetic forced alignment with audio data using the Ergodic
Hidden Markov Model (EHMM) algorithm (Prahallad et al., 2006), and which integrates well with
HTS and Merlin by generating appropriately-formatted label files from text. Although Festival is
capable of operating as a complete text-to-speech system, we mainly use its frontend processing
capabilities. Festival generates structured Utterance files from text, which contain hierarchical
information about words, phrases, stress, and pronunciation, as well as alignment information in
the case of matched audio training data. These files can be flattened into the HTS-style phones-in-
context label format for use with both HTS and Merlin. The standard set of contextual features
for the phoneme-level flattened labels include previous two, current, and next two phonemes; the
position of the current phoneme in the syllable; the position of the current syllable in the word;
whether the syllable is stressed or not; position of the current word in the phrase; etc. The full set
of standard contextual features from the HTS documentation is inluded for reference in Appendix
A.
2.5 Evaluation
We explored the use of crowdsourcing to evaluate the voices we created, as well as a number
of methods of objective evaluation. While subjective measures are preferable for an application
such as text-to-speech synthesis, where it is most important that human listeners can understand
the speech and want to listen to it, the nature of the low-resource setting necessitates the use of
objective measures as well, to facilitate experimental turnaround time.
2.5.1 Crowdsourced Evaluation
To evaluate the naturalness and intelligibility of each voice we produced, we published crowdsourced
listening tests online, using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a popular crowdsourcing platform.
To restrict our listeners to native English speakers, we required workers to complete a qualification
test before completing any of our tasks, in which we asked which languages they have spoken since
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birth, from a list of languages. For evaluations in a given language, we only allowed workers who
selected that language and no more than two other languages, in order to exclude those who might
select, e.g., all of the languages in an attempt to cheat the system. We also restricted our tasks’
visibility to workers within the United States.
2.5.1.1 Transcription Task for Intelligibility
We evaluated the intelligibility of the voices we created using standard TTS evaluation metrics
for intelligibility (Buchholz et al., 2013). Initially, we produced 10 syntactically-sound but seman-
tically unpredictable sentences (SUS) of the form det adj noun verb det adj noun, which is
a standard form used for TTS evaluation such as in the Blizzard challenge (Black and Tokuda,
2005) (for example, “the operational waves scattered a doubtful account.”). We synthesized this
set of sentences with each of our trained voices that we wished to evaluate; we also included one
semantically-predictable sentence spoken clearly as an attention check question. Workers were
asked to transcribe what they heard for each of the eleven sentences, presented in random order.
Since the sentences were the same for each voice, to enable a sensible comparison across voices,
workers were only allowed to transcribe sentences for one voice, to remove any bias arising from the
workers hearing repeat sentences and remembering them. Five workers transcribed each sentence
for each voice.
After considering that listener variability may be large and we should attempt to control for it,
we later switched to a Latin-square configuration for the intelligibility tests. This ensures not only
that no listener hears the same sentence twice, but also that all listeners hear utterances from all
voices, thus ensuring that listener variability gets distributed equally across voices.
After sentences were transcribed, we computed word error rate (WER) for each voice (averaging
over each of the five workers) to measure intelligibility, comparing the transcriptions to the text
that was actually synthesized. Word error rate is computed as follows:
WER =
I + D + S
N
Where I is the number of insertions, D is the number of deletions, S is the number of substitu-
tions, and N is the total number of words in the ground truth sentence. Note that since listeners
do not know how many words are in the truth transcription, and there can potentially be many
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insertions, it is possible to obtain word error rates greater than 100%.
Since the transcriptions were typed by humans, they were prone to typographical errors and
misspellings, which we hand-corrected. We also allowed singular/plural confusions, such as “mu-
sical” / “musicals,” but we did not allow confusions between words with the same stem, such as
“fragrant” / “fragrance.” We also allowed compound word variants, such as “blackbird” / “black
bird.”
Figure 2.2: Pairwise preference task on Amazon Mechanical Turk
2.5.1.2 Mean Opinion Score Test for Naturalness
Our first experiment was modeled after the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) listening test outlined
in (Georgila et al., 2012) in which workers were asked to evaluate the naturalness of 12 spoken
utterances by selecting from a 5-point Likert scale, from 1 = very unnatural, 2 = somewhat unnat-
ural, 3 = neither natural nor unnatural, 4 = somewhat natural, and 5 = very natural. We chose
lexically neutral sentences of varying length from the fable “Jack and the Beanstalk” and synthe-
sized them with our baseline and test voices. In addition to utterances synthesized with our test
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voices (initially, 20 voices) and the baseline voice, we also recorded a human voice saying the same
sentences, and also generated a set of utterances using a very robotic-sounding voice, generated
using the “Zarvox” voice Mac OS X’s say command. The human and robotic voices were used
as references to determine whether to accept the submitted work. If they received unreasonable
ratings (anything but 4 or 5 for the human voice, or 1 or 2 for the robotic voice) the submission
was not used. We randomized the order of the test audio files but ensured that the reference voices
were always in the last half of the playlist to avoid skewing listeners’ opinions. In addition, workers
were not allowed to rate a voice until they had listened to the entire audio file being rated. Each
task consisted of the same sentence spoken by each of the 23 voices. Every task was completed by
5 unique individuals.
Figure 2.3: Mean Opinion Score task on Amazon Mechanical Turk
2.5.1.3 Pairwise Preference Test for Naturalness
Since the MOS test required that each rater listen to the same sentence spoken by many different
voices, and since we failed to find substantial differences between the ratings of the test voices
in our preliminary experiments, we suspected that a MOS test in which raters were asked to
compare 23 voices might have been overwhelming for the listeners, in effect precluding meaningful
comparisons. We therefore designed a second task, a standard pairwise comparison (Buchholz et
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al., 2013) between the baseline voice and each test voice. Each task thus contained only two audio
files, the same sentence spoken by the baseline voice and one of our test voices. Workers could
rate as many or as few pairs of utterances as they wished. Half of the sentences were presented in
A/B order and the other half in B/A order, to avoid possible order effects. We ensured that raters
listened to both audio files entirely before they were allowed to submit their preference. Raters were
given a forced choice, i.e. there was not a “no preference” option. We used the same 12 sentences
as in our MOS test and collected 5 ratings from unique individuals per baseline/test-voice pair,
thereby obtaining 60 ratings per voice. We compute significance of the preferences using a z-test
for a proportion as in (Buchholz et al., 2013). We do not define “naturalness” for listeners, since we
mainly want to get their opinions and impressions without biasing them to focus on any particular
aspects of the voices.
Figure 2.4: Pairwise preference task on Amazon Mechanical Turk
2.5.2 Automatic Evaluation
A limitation of our experimental approach is the long turnaround time for crowdsourcing voice
transcriptions. Since each worker is allowed to transcribe only a single voice, evaluation proceeds
slowly regardless of individual workers’ interest in the task. Evaluation proceeded even more
slowly once we started evaluating voices for low-resource languages. (Pavlick et al., 2014) has
revealed a linguistically-diverse community of workers on Mechanical Turk – a sample of about
3,200 bilingual workers revealed native fluency in over 80 different languages, 35 of which had more
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than 20 speakers, and 9 of which are languages for which we have both read and conversational
ASR data from the BABEL program (Harper, 2011). However, Amazon has since placed more
restrictions on workers outside of the United States, which, along with the restrictions of our task,
has made it very difficult to use crowdsourcing to evaluate voices for low-resource languages. These
limitations have led us to investigate the possibility of using Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
to evaluate intelligibility. Although an ASR system will not interpret a voice exactly as a human
would, depending heavily upon the type of data on which it was trained, we thought it worthwhile
to see whether it might be a feasible evaluation tool that correlates with human performance.
We tested three different general-purpose, state-of-the-art, industry-level ASR APIs (Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces) to determine the viability of their use for evaluating voices: wit.ai1,
a natural language API toolkit owned by Facebook that includes ASR; Watson2, IBM’s API for
cognitive applications; and the Google Cloud Speech API limited preview3. We decided to try
APIs rather than building our own ASR for pilot work, and also because using state-of-the-art
recognizers would hopefully provide the best possible proxy for a human listener. Our hypothesis
is that some of these recognizers may correlate well with human listeners, and we can use this as a
first step to pick only our best candidate voices to send to Mechanical Turk for further human eval-
uation. We found strong correlations with human intelligibility judgments for synthesized voices in
the experiments described in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2.
We also use more traditional objective measures to evaluate voices. Objective measures for
intelligibility are typically used for measuring signal loss of natural speech in noisy environments
or over a noisy transmission line and are often only applicable in limited circumstances (Schmidt-
Nielsen, 1992); it is rare for these measures to be used for evaluating synthetic speech. However,
(Valentini-Botinhao et al., 2011) explored the use of a variety of such metrics to evaluate speech
from a state-of-the-art HMM synthesizer under a number of additive noise conditions, finding
that some measures correlated well with human intelligibility ratings. While a voice trained on
high-quality, single-speaker, TTS-specific data and played in a noisy environment is likely to have
different intelligibility issues than a voice originally trained on noisy data, it may nevertheless
1https://wit.ai/; accessed March 1, 2017.
2https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/speech-to-text.html; accessed March 1, 2017.
3https://cloud.google.com/speech/, accessed March 1, 2017.
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be worthwhile to see whether these measures correlate with human judgments for our voices as
well. In particular, mean mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) (Kubichek, 1993) is a popular measure of
overall voice quality that has been shown to correlate highly with Diagnostic Acceptability Measure
(DAM) (Voiers, 1977), a general measure of speech acceptability that incorporates intelligibility
and pleasantness, which was also developed for evaluating voice transmission systems. While MCD
requires resynthesis of utterances from a held-out test set and does not measure distortions in the
pitch contour, it may nevertheless be another useful metric to incorporate into our evaluation, and
we explore correlations with human judgments in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.3.
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Chapter 3
Characteristics of TTS Data vs. Other
Genres
3.1 Introduction
Collecting the type of data required to build a high-quality TTS voice is typically very costly.
Anecdotally it costs around one million dollars to create a completely new production-quality voice,
and thus it is only undertaken with a major economic motivation. Typically, a professional voice
talent reads dozens of hours of text with good lexical coverage of the target domain in a soundproof
room with a high-quality microphone and in as neutral and even a style as possible. They are
typically instructed to maintain constant f0, energy, speaking rate, and articulation throughout
(Matous̆ek et al., 2008). Without the resources to collect such data, is it still possible to create
a high-quality voice? With the advent of statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS), it is
possible to create voices without necessarily having to collect large amounts of high-quality, single-
speaker, in-domain speech. Furthermore, large amounts of available speech such as audiobooks and
radio broadcast news present a promising source of data for building new voices. In this chapter,
we examine a number of corpora in different genres, collected for different purposes, in order to
compare their similarities and differences with respect to various acoustic and prosodic features.
We aim to determine whether TTS corpora do in fact follow the “standard” TTS speaking style,
whether other forms of professional and non-professional speech differ substantially from the TTS
style, and which features are more salient in differentiating the speech genres. Preliminary work
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for this chapter has been published in (Cooper et al., 2018).
3.2 Related Work
TTS speakers are typically instructed to speak as consistently as possible, without varying their
voice quality, speaking style, pitch, volume, or tempo significantly (Matous̆ek et al., 2008). This
is different from other forms of professional speech in that even with the relatively neutral content
of broadcast news, anchors will still have some variance in their speech. Audiobooks present an
even greater challenge, with an intentionally more expressive reading style and different character
voices. Nevertheless, (Chalamandaris et al., 2014; Stan et al., 2013; Braunschweiler and Buchholz,
2011) have had success in building voices from audiobook data by identifying and using the most
neutral and highest-quality utterances. Furthermore, in our own prior work (Cooper et al., 2016b;
Cooper et al., 2016a; Cooper et al., 2017), we have created more natural-sounding voices out of
radio broadcast news speech and data collected for automatic speech recognition (ASR) by selecting
training utterances based on acoustic and prosodic criteria motivated by knowledge of what makes
a “good” TTS voice. In this chapter we will validate these assumptions about TTS data empirically
and identify similarities and differences when we compare them to other genres. We do this for the
purpose not only of identifying which genres may be most suitable for building TTS voices, but
also determining which utterances or speakers within those genres should be selected or discarded
in the process as well.
3.3 Corpora
We examine the similarities and differences in various acoustic and prosodic features in a number
of different corpora. Such corpora include TTS recordings, audiobook speech, radio broadcast
news, and telephone conversations recorded to train ASR systems in a variety of languages, in both
conversational and read scripted styles.
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3.3.1 TTS Corpora
3.3.1.1 Research TTS Corpora
The CMU ARCTIC databases (Kominek and Black, 2003) were collected in studio conditions for
unit selection synthesis research and consist of approximately one hour per speaker of phonetically-
balanced sentences collected from out-of-copyright texts. Currently, the database consists of two
male and two female US English speakers, as well as Canadian, Scottish, and Indian English male
speakers. We examine the US English data in this work.
The SWARA corpus (Stan et al., 2017) contains studio-quality recordings from 17 volunteer
Romanian speakers (9 female, 8 male) reading isolated sentences from newspaper articles. 880
utterances were common to all speakers. This data was collected by the SWARA Project, funded
by the Romanian Ministry of Education, for the purpose of building custom synthetic voices for
individuals with speech impairments.
The IIIT-H Indic databases (Prahallad et al., 2012) were collected for speech synthesis in a vari-
ety of Indic languages. One volunteer speaker per language read 1000 Wikipedia sentences selected
for phonetic balance, resulting in about an hour and a half of speech per database. The languages
and speaker genders are Bengali (male), Malayalam (male), Marathi (male), Tamil (male), Telugu
(male), Hindi (female), and Kannada (female). Recordings are studio-quality. We examine the
Telugu data in this work.
The MaryTTS project (Schröder and Trouvain, 2003) aims to make available TTS data and
modular toolkits in many languages for teaching and research. They have made many of these tools
and resources available online. In particular, we examine the MaryTTS Turkish corpus1, which
consists of about two hours of data from a male speaker.
3.3.1.2 Professional TTS Corpora
We were very fortunate to obtain production-quality, professional TTS data from three US English
female speakers from Raul Fernandez and Andrew Rosenberg at IBM Research. This database
consists of 1000 utterances comprising around an hour and a half of speech per speaker, and has
formerly been used to create production-quality unit-selection text-to-speech systems at IBM.
1https://github.com/marytts/dfki-ot-data
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The other TTS corpora we are looking at are freely-available TTS research corpora – thus, the
speakers are typically not professional speakers. We were interested to compare production-level
TTS data with research TTS corpora, and to see whether professional TTS data differs substantially,
and to also compare with other professional speech (radio broadcast news). For these comparisons
we focus on female speakers speaking US English.
3.3.2 Other Professional and High-Quality Speech
The Simple4All Tundra Corpus (Stan et al., 2013) consists of approximately 60 hours of speech
from 14 audiobooks, each in a different language, and each read by a single speaker (8 male, 6
female). It was collected for the purpose of providing found data in many languages for text-to-
speech research. We examine the Romanian audiobook data, which is read by a female speaker,
since we also have Romanian female TTS data for comparison.
Additionally, we obtained US English audiobooks, one male2 and one female3, from the LibriVox
project website, as well as one audiobook in Telugu read by a male speaker4.
The Boston University Radio News Corpus (BURNC) (Ostendorf et al., 1995) is a corpus of
professionally read radio broadcast news data and includes speech from seven (four male, three
female) FM radio news announcers associated with the public radio station WBUR. The main
corpus consists of over seven hours of news stories recorded in the station’s studio during broadcasts
over a two-year period. In addition, the same announcers were recorded in a laboratory setting
where they read 24 stories from the radio news portion, first in a normal, non-radio style and then,
30 minutes later, in their radio style. We examined the broadcast radio news part of the corpus for
our experiments here.
The Turkish Broadcast News Speech and Transcripts Corpus (Saraçlar, 2012) consists of about
107 hours of Voice of America radio broadcasts in Turkish, with corresponding transcriptions.
There are four main male and three main female news anchors. We focus primarily on a clean







The CALLHOME corpus (Canavan et al., 1997) consists of spontaneous, orthographically tran-
scribed telephone conversations between native speakers of US English. The data includes 6 hours
and 45 minutes of utterances from 86 different female speakers, 1 hour and 43 minutes from 32
male speakers, and 8 hours and 32 minutes from speakers whose gender was not annotated in the
corpus.
The MACROPHONE corpus (Bernstein et al., 1994) was designed for the development of
telephone-based dialogue systems, such as travel booking and other database-related tasks. The
utterances were read by 5,000 speakers over the phone. The data includes speech from male and
female adults and children. We restricted our study to adult speakers of known gender.
The IARPA BABEL program (Harper, 2011) focused on the rapid creation of spoken keyword
search systems for a diverse set of languages which have historically not received a great deal of
attention from the speech research community (low-resource languages). While the goal of BABEL
was primarily a speech recognition and spoken keyword search task, we are currently using some
of this multi-speaker, conversational telephone data collected in 25 different languages for BABEL
to build TTS voices for these languages. This data consists of both scripted and conversational
telephone speech data from a variety of low-resource languages; in this work, we focus mainly on
the languages for which we have corresponding data in other genres for comparison (namely, Telugu
and Turkish). The unscripted speech was recorded from a variety of native speakers conversing
over the telephone in a variety of noise conditions. The scripted speech was similarly collected
from native speakers over the telephone in a variety of noise conditions, and consists of short read
phrases and sentences typical of database-query tasks.
We also examined a Romanian read ASR corpus obtained online5, which consists of speech from
multiple male and female speakers.
For all of these ASR corpora, we examine features for 5 male and 5 female speakers, chosen
randomly, for readability of the graphs, since there are hundreds of speakers in each of these corpora.
5http://rasc.racai.ro/index.php?page=download
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3.4 Features, Tools, and Methods
We used Praat (Boersma, 2001) to extract maximum f0, commonly used as an estimate of pitch
range (Hirschberg and Beckman, 1994), as well as mean energy, noise-to-harmonic ratio (NHR),
jitter, and shimmer, for each utterance. We then aggregated these statistics for a given speaker or
corpus by obtaining the mean and standard deviation for these values over all utterances for that
speaker or corpus.
Also for each utterance we computed speaking rate in syllables per second using a Praat script
for approximating syllable nuclei (de Jong and Wempe, 2009). While many TTS corpora contain
syllable alignments that would enable more precise computation of speaking rate, and Festival TTS
frontends are available as well for syllabifying text transcripts in many languages, much of our data
does not contain this information (or a TTS frontend is not currently available in the language), so
in the interest of consistency across corpora, we use the acoustic-only approach on all of our data.
Finally, we compute an articulation level for each utterance, which we define as (mean energy /
speaking rate) * standard deviation of f0, such that a high articulation value corresponds to loud,
slow speech with a large variation in pitch. High levels of articulation are commonly referred to
as “hyper-articulation,” and the opposite is known as “hypo-articulation.” We likewise compute
mean and standard deviation of articulation level for a speaker by computing mean and standard
deviation of the individual utterance articulation values, for each of that speaker’s utterances.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Acoustic Features
According to (Matous̆ek et al., 2008), TTS speakers are typically instructed to speak as consistently
and with as little variation as possible. We do in fact observe that all research TTS corpora in
each language show a lower maximum pitch, on average, by utterance, than other corpora in the
same language and gender (Figure 3.1. For this study not all genres were available for all languages
and genders, so only available ones are shown; error bars show +/- 1 SD). This is consistent with
the expectation that speech collected for TTS will have less range and variation in pitch, as well
as with our experimental findings (Cooper et al., 2016b) that training a voice on a subset of the
lowest mean f0 utterances produces a voice that is preferred by listeners over the baseline. We were
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nevertheless surprised that the professional TTS data (which we only have for US English) showed
higher maximum pitch values, matching more with the audiobook style speech.
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Figure 3.1: Research TTS corpora exhibit lower max pitch than other genres.
With respect to energy (Figure 3.2), as expected, the TTS corpora and broadcast news have
lower standard deviations of energy, whereas among ASR corpora, there is a larger spread, and
many speakers have a substantially higher standard deviation in energy. Audiobooks are some-
what close to broadcast news and TTS data in the graph, however the slightly higher standard
deviation of energy is characteristic of the more expressive speaking style that we would expect in
audiobooks. Again we can see that the three professional TTS speakers are somewhat closer in
energy characteristics to the audiobook speakers. We would also note that energy is a characteristic
both of the speaker and of the recording conditions; while it may be interesting to explore these
separately in future work, we are interested in both, since they are both relevant forms of variation
that we may encounter in different data sources.
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Figure 3.2: Broadcast news and TTS corpora have lower standard deviations for energy.
3.5.2 Speaking Rate and Articulation
For speaking rate (Figure 3.3), we see again that TTS and broadcast news speech are similar on
average, but in terms of standard deviation, TTS speech has more variation. Audiobook speech
is similar but slightly slower. It is apparent that some speakers in ASR corpora are similar in
speaking rate to TTS speakers, whereas other speakers are very different.
We define a high articulation level as high mean energy, slow speaking rate, and high standard
deviation of f0. We see once again (Figure 3.4; some outliers were removed for readability) that
TTS data, broadcast news, and audiobooks generally cluster together at low values for average and
standard deviation of articulation level. We see more spread among ASR speakers. Comparing TTS
and audiobook data more directly by language and gender (Figure 3.5), it can be seen more clearly
that audiobook speech has overall higher levels of articulation than the corresponding research
TTS data. This matches our expectations of the more expressive style of audiobook speech, and
indicates that if we wish to use audiobook speech for training TTS voices, it would be best to pick
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Speaking Rate Average vs. Standard Deviation
















Eng Read ASR (M)
Eng Read ASR (F)
Tur Read ASR (M)
Tur Read ASR (F)
Tel Read ASR (M)
Tel Read ASR (F)
Eng Conv ASR (M)
Eng Conv ASR (F)
Tur Conv ASR (M)
Tur Conv ASR (F)
Tel Conv ASR (M)
Tel Conv ASR (F)
Figure 3.3: Audiobooks, broadcast news, and TTS corpora have similar speaking rates.
audiobook data that has lower levels of articulation, if we wish to match the “standard” TTS style.
On the other hand, if we wish to intentionally create TTS with a more expressive style than the
standard neutral TTS style, then audiobook data is an appropriate choice.
In previous work, we have consistently found that selecting less-articulated utterances for train-
ing TTS voices on found data produces better voices, both in terms of naturalness and intelligibility,
likely because this data is more similar to TTS data (Cooper et al., 2016b; Cooper et al., 2016a;
Cooper et al., 2017). While audiobook data is promising for creating more expressive voices, this
expressivity must be modeled appropriately if natural and intelligible expressive voices are to be
created.
3.5.3 Voice Quality
Jitter, shimmer, and noise-to-harmonic ratio (NHR) are all features related to voice quality. Jitter
is the cycle-to-cycle variation in f0, or in other words, frequency perturbation. Shimmer is cycle-
to-cycle variation in amplitude, or, amplitude perturbation. NHR is the proportion of noise to
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Articulation Average vs. Standard Deviation
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Figure 3.4: Level of articulation by genre.
the harmonic sounds in the voice. Jitter, shimmer, and a high NHR typically correspond to a
hoarse, harsh, or rough-sounding voice. For these three features, we expected that TTS and other
professional speech would tend to have low values for all of these, but in fact the averages for these
genres were very spread out. The main difference that we did observe, however, was a gender
difference – female speech tended to have lower means and standard deviations overall (Figures 3.6,
3.7, and 3.8; female data points are darker and male data points are lighter). Once we split the
data by gender, we do see that TTS speech from female speakers does tend to have lower shimmer
and NHR values than female speech from other genres, as expected.
3.6 Discussion
We have found that research TTS speakers do tend to follow the expected style for TTS speech.
TTS speakers tend to have lower f0 range as measured by max f0, as well as lower standard
deviation of energy, but not speaking rate. Furthermore, when we separate the data by gender, we
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Articulation for TTS and Audiobook Data
TTS
Audiobook
Figure 3.5: Audiobooks have higher levels of articulation than standard TTS data.
do observe that TTS speech has lower values on average for the voice quality features of shimmer
and NHR. We observe that a major difference between TTS speech and audiobook speech is level
of articulation, since the expressive style of reading that is characteristic of audiobooks tends to be
louder, slower, and have more variation in f0. We also observe that a number of speakers in ASR
corpora may be similar to TTS speakers in terms of these various acoustic and prosodic features,
which may make these speakers more suitable for TTS than ASR speakers who are not similar
in these features. We observe that professional TTS speakers also have a more expressive style,
indicating that perhaps they are better able to produce expressive speech that still conforms to the
requirements for TTS. These findings suggest objective justification for building TTS systems from
particular “found” genres but also indicate the criteria that should be used to select data from
other, less similar corpora, for building TTS systems, in the case where that is all that is available.
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Jitter Average vs. Standard Deviation
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Figure 3.6: Female speakers tend to have lower average values for jitter.
3.7 Conclusions
In this work, we have identified features that characterize TTS corpora as well as which “found”
corpora are most similar to TTS data – radio news and audiobooks. In so doing, we have also
identified which features are important to use when choosing subsets of utterances from the less
similar genres we examined, such as conversational corpora. Thus, not only can we demonstrate
why certain “found” corpora are particularly well adapted for TTS voice construction but we can
predict, from empirical findings, what subsets of other corpora should be either included or excluded
from TTS voice construction.
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Shimmer Average vs. Standard Deviation
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Figure 3.7: Female TTS speakers tend to have low values for jitter on average.
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NHR Average vs. Standard Deviation
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Figure 3.8: Female speakers tend to have lower means and standard deviations for NHR.
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Chapter 4
Subset Selection for Intelligibility
4.1 Introduction
In order to train intelligible voices on found data collected under various conditions, we must identify
ways of selecting the most appropriate portions of the corpus for voice training, while excluding data
that introduces excessive noise and other artifacts. Found data, and in particular data collected for
training automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, presents the challenge of containing informal
conversational speech, many types of background noise, and large numbers of speakers. Indeed,
the goals when training a speech recognizer are often orthogonal to the requirements for training a
TTS system – a recognizer needs to be able to function regardless of noise, recording conditions, or
speaker style and characteristics. We conducted a number of experiments training voices on data
collected for ASR, and informal listening tests on these voices revealed that intelligibility is the main
challenge when training voices on this data. So, in these experiments we evaluate and optimize
for intelligibility. We select training data at the utterance and speaker level based on a number of
different criteria which we hypothesize will produce more intelligible and natural-sounding voices,
such as speaking rate, f0, energy, and absence of noise.
The basic training data subset selection approach is as follows:
• Label each utterance (or, all the data from one speaker) with its value for some given feature
(e.g., speaking rate).
• Sort all utterances (or speakers) on that feature, from low to high.
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• Select low, middle, or high-valued subsets for that feature by starting at one end of the list
(or, the middle of the list) and accumulating utterances one by one until you have a set
containing the desired amount of audio (e.g., 2 hours).
4.2 Related Work
Previous work on selecting the best data from a noisy or non-homogeneous corpus has typically
involved removing the noisiest utterances and choosing the most neutrally-spoken portions of the
data. Audiobooks and radio broadcast news have been popular sources of found data (Chalaman-
daris et al., 2014; Watts et al., 2013; Braunschweiler and Buchholz, 2011; Gallardo-Antoĺın et al.,
2014) due to their relatively clean recording conditions and the fact that they typically contain
large amounts of speech from a single speaker. Corpora designed for automatic speech recognition
have also been explored for building HMM-based TTS voices; in particular, (Yamagishi et al., 2010)
built TTS voices on various ASR corpora containing cleanly-recorded read speech, as well as some
corpora containing speech in a noisy environment, with the goal of being able to create “thousands
of voices” from the many speakers in each corpus. (Baljekar and Black, 2016) identified noisy and
misaligned utterances in a corpus of conversational telephone speech by measuring mel cepstral
distance (MCD) between original utterances and utterances synthesized by a model trained on all
of the data, in order to find utterances that are outliers with respect to the overall data.
Most work on building TTS from found data focuses on utterance-level selection. There has
however been some work in selecting the best speakers for building a voice. (Gutkin et al., 2016)
identified speakers that were acoustically similar to each other for building a Bangla voice. They
auditioned 15 speakers, did a crowdsourced evaluation to identify the speaker most preferred by
listeners, and then picked five additional speakers from the original 15 who had the most similar
vocal characteristics.
While prior work has begun to investigate the use of found data for TTS, many questions remain
including the best ways to filter data from sources such as ASR corpora. In our work, we aim to
identify utterances and speakers in ASR data that are both similar to each other and suitable
for TTS, by selecting speakers based on a number of novel acoustic and prosodic features, chosen
because they are language-independent and simple to compute. We also aim to compare utterance-
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and speaker-level data selection to determine which produces better voices.
4.3 Voices Trained on Conversational Telephone Speech: CALL-
HOME
CALLHOME (Canavan et al., 1997) is representative of data typically collected for ASR — noisy,
informal, conversational telephone speech from a multitude of speakers. Although it is US English,
it is similar to the conversational portion of the BABEL data (Harper, 2011) in low-resource
languages. While this type of data is likely to be among the first collected for a new language,
its heterogeneity presents a challenge for training TTS voices. We explore approaches for selecting
subsets of the data based on acoustic and prosodic features, as well as creating subsets by removing
the types of utterances that we hypothesize may hurt the intelligibility of the voice. We trained
voices using only the 6 hours and 45 minutes of data labeled as being spoken by female speakers
in order to produce more consistent models.
The CALLHOME data was transcribed as two-sided conversations; for the purpose of these
experiments, an utterance was defined as a conversational turn. Our baseline was a voice trained
on all 6 hours and 45 minutes of the female utterances (no subset selection). This produced a voice
that had a word error rate of 32.9% when transcribed by Mechanical Turk workers. Training a
voice on all of the data, including male, female, and unknown-gender speakers, produced a voice
with a WER of 49.4%, justifying our choice to use only female-labeled data.
We trained our TTS voices using the Hidden Markov Model Based Speech Synthesis System
(HTS) (Zen et al., 2007). We based our training recipe for the baselines and for the data selection
subsets described above on the speaker-independent training recipe, described in detail in Chapter
2, Section 2.2. We treat all of the data in each subset as if it were from one speaker, primarily
for computational efficiency, as we wanted to be able to create many voices as rapidly as possible.
We obtained the standard set of full-context phonetic labels using the Festival Speech Synthesis
System (Black et al., 2014). We measured intelligibility by obtaining transcriptions on Amazon
Mechanical Turk for semantically-unpredictable sentences spoken by each voice.
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4.3.1 2-hour Subsets Chosen from Acoustic and Prosodic Features
As a starting point, we produced 2-hour subsets of the female CALLHOME data based on a
number of acoustic and prosodic features: mean and standard deviation of energy and fundamental
frequency (f0) as computed using the Praat software (Boersma, 2001), and speaking rate defined
as syllables per second. We sorted all of the utterances based on each feature, and then selected
the top, middle, and bottom 2 hours of data to produce training data subsets. We trained a voice
on each subset, and then sent samples of each voice to be evaluated on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Intelligibility results can be found in Table 4.1.
Feature WER %
Baseline 32.9
Low mean f0 65.4
Middle mean f0 72.6
High mean f0 74.9
Low stdv f0 69.4
Middle stdv f0 73.1
High stdv f0 75.4
Low mean energy 66.6
Middle mean energy 74.3
High mean energy 52.6
Low stdv energy 72.9
Middle stdv energy 71.4
High stdv energy 64.0
Slow speaking rate 96.6
Middle speaking rate 46.9
Fast speaking rate 66.3
Table 4.1: Word error rates for voices trained on 2-hour subsets, selected using acoustic and
prosodic features.
Although none of these test voices improve over the baseline, the “slow speaking rate” voice
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stands out as the least intelligible, and “middle speaking rate” is the most intelligible, indicating
that this speaking rate of the training data plays an important role in intelligibility of the output
voice. One might expect that slower speech should be more intelligible; however, the conversational
nature of the CALLHOME data means that the utterances with the slowest average speaking rate
often contain backchannels, hesitations, or disfluencies, all of which are not ideal for building voices.
4.3.2 1-hour and 4-hour Variants of Best Voices
Looking at the subsets that did relatively better, we next varied subset sizes to 1 hour and 4
hours. For our five best-performing subsets (middle speaking rate, high mean energy, high standard
deviation of energy, low mean f0, and fast speaking rate), we created these additional subsets; results
are shown in Table 4.2. 2-hour subset voice results are repeated for comparison. The three best
voice results appear in bold.
Feature 1hr 2hrs 4hrs
Middle speaking rate 79.7 46.9 51.4
High mean energy 77.4 52.6 55.4
High stdv energy 64.9 64.0 50.6
Low mean f0 75.4 65.4 52.3
Fast speaking rate 91.1 66.3 38.3
Table 4.2: Word error rates for voices trained on subsets of different sizes of our five best acoustic
and prosodic features.
Here we find that the one-hour subset size does consistently worse that the others, indicating
that we should generally be using larger subsets with this type of data.
4.3.3 Removal of Noisy Utterances
Conversational telephone speech data contains noise in many forms, which would not be present
in a corpus of professional speech, and which is likely to hurt the quality of voices trained on that
data. We thus considered various methods of identifying and removing noisy utterances.
First, we created one subset that excluded any utterances containing disfluencies that we could
identify in the transcripts – filled pauses such as “um” and “uh” — as well as word fragments,
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indicated by hyphens. Then, we created a second 2-hour subset of the utterances with the lowest
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), computed using the SNR tool from the NIST Speech Quality Assurance
(SPQA) package (NIST, 2009). Finally, we observed that many of the very shortest utterances were
backchannels, often spoken slowly (such as “yeah” and “uhhuh”), which were possibly degrading
the overall quality of the synthesized voice. We thus created a third training set that excluded
single-word utterances, and a fourth set that excluded all utterances of one or two words. Finally,
since clipping distorts the audio, we created a subset of utterances with no clipping, measured using
the afclip command line utility provided with Mac OS X. Results for these voices can be found
in Table 4.3, which also shows the size of each subset in hours.
Filter Hours WER
Baseline 6:45 32.9
No disfluencies 5:03 49.4
SNR 2:00 80.3
2 or more words 6:25 43.1
3 or more words 6:11 37.4
No clipping 6:21 52.0
Table 4.3: Word Error Rates for different methods of removing noisy utterances.
While, rather surprisingly, none of these methods of noise removal resulted in a more intelli-
gible voice than the baseline, removing short utterances appears to be one of the more promising
approaches.
4.3.4 Utterance Clustering
Based on the hypothesis that utterances from similar speakers will create a better voice due to more
consistent models, we used the LIUM speaker diarization tool (Rouvier et al., 2013) to cluster our
dataset (11094 utterances concatenated into a single audio file of 6 hours and 45 minutes) into
groups that seemed to belong to a single hypothesized “speaker”; in actuality, the utterances in
each cluster are from multiple speakers. LIUM grouped our utterances into 75 clusters based on
speaker similarity, and we chose the utterances corresponding to the largest cluster (5 hours and
13 minutes) and trained a voice using the utterances in that cluster. This voice gave a WER
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of 58.9%. Due to our observation that shorter utterances were mainly backchannels which may
be inappropriate to include as training data, we next tried clustering only the longer utterances:
we used the 5 hours and 34 minutes of longer utterances (excluding the ones that are only a few
milliseconds) and clustered using LIUM again. This time, it clustered our data into 51 clusters,
and we trained a voice on utterances from the largest cluster again (4 hours and 24 minutes). This
voice gave a WER of 38.9%. We see a huge improvement in WER by cutting out the shortest
segments, indicating that these utterances may indeed be hurting the quality of the voice.
4.4 Voices Trained on Read Telephone Speech: MACROPHONE
The MACROPHONE corpus (Bernstein et al., 1994) consists of short read utterances over the
telephone in US English, such as names, dates, and places. This data is similar to the read portion
of the BABEL data, and we hypothesize that the read style will be more clear and consistent than
informal, conversational speech and thus better-suited to training TTS voices. We continued to
train our voices using the Hidden Markov Model Based Speech Synthesis System (HTS) (Zen et
al., 2007), using the speaker-independent recipe, and we evaluated the voices for intelligibility on
Amazon Mechanical Turk via the transcription task using semantically-unpredictable sentences.
We also explored automatic evaluation of voices using automatic speech recognizers. This work has
been published in (Cooper et al., 2017).
4.4.1 Utterance Selection Experiments
We started with just the first 10 hours out of the 83 hours of adult female-labeled utterances in
this corpus, to enable a comparison with the 6 hours and 45 minutes of CALLHOME, using the
same order of magnitude of data of a different type.
We selected our training subsets based on criteria such as mean and standard deviation of f0 and
energy, as well as speaking rate (computed as syllables per second), level of articulation (computed
as mean energy divided by speaking rate), and utterance length. For each feature, we computed
its value for each utterance, and then sorted the list of utterances from low to high. Then, we
obtained subsets by selecting e.g. the first two hours’ worth of utterances from that list. We also
experimented with removing different types of utterances that we hypothesized might hurt the
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quality of the voice, such as very short utterances of only one or two words; utterances containing
clipped audio; utterances containing transcribed noise (such as “[unintelligible],” “[bg speech],” and
“[line noise]”); and utterances consisting of a word spelled out letter-by-letter, which are indicated
in the corpus by “spword” in the file name.
We trained our baseline voice on all of the first 10 hours of female utterances – training on the
full set of over 80 hours would be prohibitively computationally expensive. This produced a voice
with a word error rate of 67.7% when transcribed by Mechanical Turk workers. We compare all
of our MACROPHONE subset voices to this baseline. Results can be found in Tables 4.4 and 4.5.
Voices that did better than the 10-hour baseline appear in bold.
Feature WER %
Baseline 67.7
Low mean f0 98.6
Middle mean f0 85.7
High mean f0 100.3
Low stdv f0 83.1
Middle stdv f0 80.0
High stdv f0 87.1
Low mean energy 98.6
Middle mean energy 95.7
High mean energy 70.6
Low stdv energy 100.9
Middle stdv energy 85.4
High stdv energy 79.7
Slow speaking rate 96.6
Middle speaking rate 99.1
Fast speaking rate 54.3
Table 4.4: Word error rates for voices trained on 2-hour subsets of the first 10 hours of female
MACROPHONE data, selected based on acoustic and prosodic features.




3 or more words 7:34 79.7
No clipping 9:57 77.7
No transcribed noise 5:53 58.9
No spelled words 9:24 94.3
Table 4.5: Word error rates for voices trained on subsets of the 10 hours of data minus utterances
removed based on different noise criteria.
voices than CALLHOME, this was surprisingly not the case: the CALLHOME baseline was rated
as more intelligible than our MACROPHONE baseline. However, we are able to see approaches that
give an improvement — namely, the two-hour subset of utterances with the fastest speaking rate
and the subset that excludes utterances with transcribed noise that do beat the MACROPHONE
baseline.
While in our initial MACROPHONE experiments we only used the first 10 hours of female data
to enable comparison with CALLHOME, there is actually over 83 hours of female data available
in the corpus. We hypothesized that being able to select even a small subset from a larger amount
of data would give us access to potentially a larger pool of suitable utterances. We therefore
repeated our data selection experiments by choosing 2- and 4-hour subsets of the entire 83 hours of
female speech rather than just selecting from the first 10 hours. We excluded utterances containing
transcribed noise, since we have established in our previous experiments that excluding these gives
an improvement. We only repeated selection based on the 5 features that performed the best in
our preliminary experiments: fast speaking rate, high mean energy, low level of articulation, high
standard deviation of energy, and middle standard deviation of f0. Intelligibility results are in Table
4.6. Results better than our baseline (67.7%) appear in bold.
When looking at results for selecting 2-hour subsets from just the first 10 hours of data (Table
4.4), versus selecting 2-hour subsets from the full 83-hour data set (Table 4.6, first column), we
noticed that selecting subsets from the full dataset does usually produce more intelligible voices
than selecting just from the first 10 hours, with most of these voices being rated as more intelligible
than the 10-hour baseline, despite being trained on only 1/5 of the amount of data. Extending to
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Subset 2hr WER 4hr WER
Fast speaking rate 66.6 48.3
High mean energy 60.0 48.3
Low articulation 64.6 49.1
High stdv energy 83.1 64.6
Middle stdv f0 48.0 45.1
Table 4.6: Word error rates for voices trained on subsets of the full 83 hours of data.
4-hour subsets consistently produces better voices than the baseline as well. This indicates that
more data is more likely to give an improvement if it is chosen in a principled way, and validates
our hypothesis that better voices can be trained by identifying the best training utterances in a
noisy corpus, even if this results in less training data.
Similar to CALLHOME, three of our best voices were created from fast speaking rate utterances
– both the 4-hour and 2-hour sets selected from the full data set, and the 2-hour set selected from
just the first 10 hours. A low level of articulation, which encodes fast speaking rate, also proved
to be a preferable feature – voices trained on the 4 hours and 2 hours of most hypo-articulated
utterances selected from the full data set scored better than the baseline. Our top two voices were
based on selecting utterances with middle values for standard deviation of f0, with the 2-hour subset
of the full data at 48% and the 4-hour subset at 45.1%. This was surprising as we would expect
low values of f0 standard deviation to be more consistent with the speaking style in a standard
text-to-speech corpus, according to (Matous̆ek et al., 2008); however, corpora collected for TTS
are typically optimizing for naturalness, generally in a unit selection setting, whereas here we are
optimizing for intelligibility.
4.4.2 Automatic Evaluation Using Speech Recognizers
A limitation of our approach is the long turnaround time for crowdsourcing voice transcriptions.
Since each worker may only transcribe one voice, evaluation proceeds very slowly. This led us to
investigate the use of automatic speech recognition (ASR) to evaluate intelligibility. Although an
ASR system will not interpret a voice exactly as a human would, depending heavily upon the type
of data on which it was trained, it would nevertheless return results very quickly and not have the
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limitation of remembering and being influenced by repeat sentences. We therefore thought it would
be worthwhile to see how this type of evaluation compares to that done by humans and whether
in fact there are some reliable correlations.
We tested three different general-purpose, state-of-the-art, industry-level ASR APIs (Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces) to determine the viability of their use for evaluating voices: wit.ai1, a
natural language API toolkit owned by Facebook; Watson2, IBM’s API for cognitive applications;
and the Google Cloud Speech API3. We decided to try APIs rather than building our own ASR
because using state-of-the-art recognizers should presumably provide the best possible proxy for a
human listener. Our hypothesis was that some of these recognizers might correlate well with hu-
man transcription performance, so we could use these as a first step to choosing our best candidate
voices to send to MTurk.
For each voice, we ran the same set of synthesized SUS that we gave to MTurk workers through
each ASR API. We then computed WER from the returned transcripts. We allowed the same sin-
gular/plural and compound word confusions that we allowed in the transcriptions from Mechanical
Turk, but we did not need to correct for spelling or typographical errors.
We found strong correlations between our three different ASR APIs’ WERs and those from
MTurk. We report correlations across our 34 different voices in Table 4.7. Furthermore, for all
voices that humans rated as better than baseline, all three ASRs agreed that these voices were
better than the baseline. This indicates that using ASR APIs is a promising pre-selection approach
to decide which voices should get evaluated on MTurk.
While using ASR is much faster than crowdsourcing, it comes with its own challenges. For
example, we noticed that sending the same audio clip multiple times to the same ASR did not
necessarily always return the same transcription. A major downside of using an ASR API is that
we have no information on the internal system — not just the type of models they are using, but
how often they are updated, or whether some machines in their cloud are running different versions
of the recognizer. So we can only speculate as to why repeated recognition of the same audio file
would result in multiple different 1-best transcripts each time. We originally thought that using an
1https://wit.ai/; accessed March 1, 2017.
2https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/speech-to-text.html; accessed March 1, 2017.
3https://cloud.google.com/speech/, accessed March 1, 2017.
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ASR API would serve as a very consistent way of evaluating the voices, but this may not be the
case.
Nevertheless, the human evaluations are also somewhat inconsistent and, in fact, they tend to
be more inconsistent than the ASR evaluations. We have measured standard deviations in word
error rate for the baseline MACROPHONE voice across the 5 workers who transcribed it, as well as
standard deviations for those same utterances sent 5 times each to our three ASR APIs, as a way
to measure variability of the different systems; these are also reported in Table 4.7. Furthermore,
Figure 4.1 shows WER ratings for each of the four evaluation methods across our 60 voices.





Table 4.7: Correlation of ASR APIs with MTurk on 34 voices, and standard deviation in WER
when evaluating the baseline MACROPHONE voice 5 times.
Both Watson and Google returned the same transcripts all five times, indicating that they have
the least variability.
We have also found challenges related to task specification. While we were able to tell MTurk
workers in the instructions that the sentences they were transcribing would not necessarily make
sense, we could give no such instructions to an ASR system. We noticed that, for example, wit.ai
appeared to be attempting to recognize sentences or parts of sentences that “made sense” – most
likely because its language model was trained on semantically-predictable data. While wit.ai had
the most obvious language model effects, this also applies to any ASR API over which we do not
have control. Ideally we would be able to “tell” an ASR that the sentences will not necessarily
make sense, e.g. by specifying a very simple language model such as a unigram or bigram, but
unfortunately we have no such control over a cloud-based ASR API. Thus, for work with low-
resource languages, we may wish to use our own ASR systems trained on the same data as the TTS
voices, since in the case of actual low-resource languages, this may be all we have available. This
will allow us complete control over the language model and over the system in general so that we
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of WERs from Mechanical Turk and ASR APIs across 60 voices
can ensure consistent evaluation.
4.5 Utterance vs. Speaker Selection: MACROPHONE
We previously experimented with a data selection approach in which we attempted to identify a
subset of utterances out of the entire corpus which would be the most suitable for building TTS
voice models. Next, we extended those experiments by investigating data selection at the speaker
level in addition to the utterance level; we aim to determine whether certain speakers in the corpus
speak in a manner that is better suited to building voice models. We aim to identify speakers in
ASR data that are both similar to each other and suitable for TTS, by selecting speakers based
on various acoustic and prosodic features. We also aim to compare speaker-level training data
selection to utterance-level training data selection in order to determine which method produces
better voices. Our hypothesis is speaker-level selection, by using more data from fewer speakers,
will produce more consistent models and thus more intelligible-sounding synthesized speech. This
work has been published in (Lee et al., 2018).
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4.5.1 Tools and Methods
Between this set of experiments and the previous set, neural network based synthesis became the
predominant method of acoustic modeling for TTS research, and the Merlin toolkit (Wu et al.,
2016) became available for public use. Preliminary informal experimentation revealed that Merlin
produced more intelligible voices from ASR data than HTS did, so at this point, we switched to
mainly using Merlin. Thus, to be able to directly compare speaker- vs. utterance-selected voices,
we re-trained utterance-selected voices using Merlin.
Furthermore, because of the promising initial results of using ASR APIs for objective evaluation
in the previous set of experiments, we initially evaluate all of our voices in this way, using the IBM
Watson Speech to Text Service. Then, we only send our best five voices from each selection method
to Mechanical Turk for human evaluation for intelligibility using our transcription task.
Since we can initially evaluate and eliminate candidate voices more quickly and easily using
a preliminary objective evaluation, we decided to expand the set of features we are exploring for
training data subset selection. Praat (Boersma, 2001) enables extraction of many different acoustic
and prosodic features, including the following standard ones:
• F0 (min, max, mean, median, and standard deviation)
• Mean absolute f0 slope (MAS)
• Energy (min, max, mean, and standard deviation)
• Ratio of voiced to total frames (vcd2tot)
We also calculated speaking rate in syllables per second based on the syllable information in
the label files obtained with Festival. We measured level of articulation, which we defined as mean
energy divided by speaking rate, to encode the loud and slow speech that characterizes hyper-
articulation. Finally, we obtained an approximate measure of speaker intelligibility, by running
their speech through the Watson ASR API and calculating a WER for each speaker. We computed
the same features at both the utterance level as well as the speaker level, in order to compare
speaker- vs. utterance-level data selection.
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4.5.2 Experiments and Results
Our baseline voice was the first 10 hours of female Macrophone data, with no feature-based data
selection. Our test voices were trained on 2-, 4-, and 10-hour subsets chosen by these features and
selected out of the entire 83 hours of female data. For example, for the 4-hour high-clustered mean
f0 speaker-selected voice, we sorted all female speakers by their mean f0 and accumulated data from
the speakers by their distance from the highest mean f0 speaker one by one until we had a training
set containing 4 hours of data. We trained voices for low, median, mean, and high-clustered values
of each of our 14 features for both speaker-selected and utterance-selected subsets. After observing
that our best speaker-selected voices were all trained on 10 hours of data as opposed to smaller
amounts, we then only trained 10-hour voices for utterance selection.
As previously mentioned, we used the “build your own voice” recipe from the Merlin toolkit
to train all of our voices. We performed a standard 10:1:1 train/development/test set split for all
voices trained.
Due to the slow turnaround time for evaluating synthetic voices for intelligibility by human
transcription, we did an initial automatic evaluation of all of our voices using the Watson ASR API,
which we have found in our prior work to correlate well with human judgments for intelligibility of
synthetic voices (Section 4.4.2). Synthesized test utterances consisted of eleven 7-word semantically-
unpredictable sentences (SUS) of the standard form det adj noun verb det adj noun, in order
to prevent contextual recognition of words. After obtaining a set of hypothesized transcriptions, we
computed WER for each voice. Our baseline voice had an automatically-obtained WER of 82.9%.
74 out of the 168 total speaker-selected voices, and 28 out of the 56 total utterance-selected voices,
had smaller WERs than the baseline voice. For brevity, the top 5 voices for each selection method,
with their WERs from Watson, are in Tables 4.8 and 4.9. Full results can be found in Appendix B.
Next, it was necessary to corroborate our automatic evaluation with human judgment. This is
especially important for the voices trained on subsets selected based on low ASR WER; we would
expect those voices to do well when evaluated by the same ASR, as they did, but we need to verify
whether humans perceived the best automatically-rated voices as being high quality as well. We
created an intelligibility task on Mechanical Turk using our baseline voice, our 5 best speaker-
selected voices, and our 5 best utterance-selected voices, as well as one semantically-predictable
sentence spoken clearly by one of the authors, intended as an attention check for MTurk workers.
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Speaker feature Cluster WER
WER Low 58.4%
Voiced vs. total High 59.7%
Mean energy Low 61.0%
F0 MAS Avg 61.0%
Min energy Low 62.3%
Table 4.8: Watson WERs for 5 Best Speaker-Selected Voices
Utterance feature Cluster WER
Mean energy High 67.5%
Mean F0 Median 68.8%
Mean energy Median 71.4%
Max F0 High 74.0%
Speaking rate Low 74.0%
Table 4.9: Watson WERs for 5 Best Utterance-Selected Voices
We synthesized the same set of 11 SUS with each of these 11 voices, and we presented them to
workers in a Latin-square configuration. WER results as well as p-values from a two-tailed t-test
in comparison with the baseline are reported in Table 4.10.
We observed that our 5 best speaker-selected voices were all rated as more intelligible than
all 5 of our best utterance-selected voices. Furthermore, all speaker-selected voices were rated
as more intelligible than the baseline, with the top four obtaining significance at p < 0.05. The
best performing voice was trained on the 10 hours of data from the speakers with lowest WER
as determined automatically by Watson ASR, indicating that this ASR matches well with human
perception of speech for intelligibility, and that selecting more intelligible speakers for training data
does produce more intelligible voices. Training on speech with a greater proportion of voiced data
also produced a more intelligible voice, and lower energy levels appeared to be a useful selector
at the speaker level as well. It would be interesting to know whether the training data subsets
that produced better voices consisted of fewer speakers with more data; further analysis of the
characteristics of the subsets that produced the best voices is a possible direction for future work.
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Unit Selection Feature Cluster WER p-value
Spkr WER Low 41.8% 0.0145
Spkr Voiced vs. total High 43.4% 0.0175
Spkr Mean energy Low 43.4% 0.0216
Spkr Minimum energy Low 43.6% 0.0275
Spkr F0 MAS Average 46.2% 0.1037
Utt Mean F0 Median 54.3% 0.9618
[Baseline] 54.5%
Utt Mean energy Median 55.3% 0.8793
Utt Mean energy High 57.7% 0.5354
Utt Speaking rate Low 62.9% 0.0882
Utt Max F0 High 63.1% 0.0971
Table 4.10: MTurk Results for Single-Feature Utterance- and Speaker-Selected Voices
Comparing the features that did well for utterance selection to features that did well for speaker
selection, it is interesting to note that they are different. For instance, Watson WER was not in
the top 5 features for utterance selection. This indicates that selecting training data based on
which speakers are most intelligible is a good approach, but training on only the most intelligible
utterances regardless of speaker perhaps does not result in as cohesive a training set. Looking at
which best features are common across utterance and speaker selection, mean energy stands out
as appearing in both sets, with low mean energy being a good selector for speakers, and both
middle and high mean energy appearing to be good selectors for utterances. This indicates that
perhaps the actual energy level is not so important, but that having a similar energy level across
your training data will produce a better voice.
4.5.3 MCD for Evaluation
Because low-resource languages do not necessarily have high-quality or reliable ASR, we experi-
mented with the mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) objective function (Kubichek, 1993). This function
measures the difference between two time-aligned mel-cepstral sequences and is commonly used as
an objective evaluation metric for TTS. For unaligned sequences, dynamic time warping may be
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performed to align the sequences before comparing them.
We computed average MCD on the test set of each voice and found an 0.701 Pearson correlation
between MCD and IBM Watson WER among all voices; correlation increased to 0.756 when con-
sidering only the top ten MCD-ranked voices, indicating that MCD may be a reasonable selector
for potential top voices. By comparison, among voices selected for evaluation on MTurk, there was
strong correlation of 0.8 to 0.9 between MTurk WER and Watson WER.
4.6 Utterance Selection for Low-Resource Languages: Amharic
Audiobible
As one of the goals of this work is to develop methods for building voices out of found data for
low-resource languages, it is important to determine which of our approaches actually generalize to
other languages. Thus, we repeat some of our utterance-level training data selection experiments
using Amharic data. We found online an audiobook of the Bible read by a male Amharic speaker
in relatively good recording conditions. After preparing and formatting this data for TTS, we were
able to train voices on subsets of this data and compare their intelligibility.
4.6.1 Audiobible Data
Audiobible data is a good potential source for found speech in a large variety of languages. In fact,
the recently-released CMU Wilderness Multilingual Speech Dataset (Black, 2018) contains aligned
speech and text from the New Testament in over 700 languages, collected online. We found a read
audio version of the Bible in Amharic at http://amharicniv.com, and the text portion came from
http://www.bible.com, both accessed on June 23, 2017. The data consists of about 55 hours of
read speech from one male speaker. Each original audio file is an entire chapter, so the data was
segmented by aligning it with the text using the Prosodylab-Aligner (Gorman et al., 2011) and
then splitting on punctuation.
For frontend processing we used Festival (Black et al., 2014)4. The main things with which
one needs to provide Festival to create a new language are a pronunciation lexicon and a phoneset
4Many thanks to Alan Black for providing us with some scripts and assistance in using Festival in languages other
than the default US English.
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definition. For the lexicon, we started with the Amharic lexicon from BABEL (Harper, 2011).
There were many out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words that were present in the Bible text that this
ASR lexicon did not contain, so we had to create pronunciations for these words and add them
to the lexicon. We did this using the CMU Sphinx G2P tool5. We trained a g2p (grapheme-to-
phoneme) model on the existing lexicon, and then used the model to generate phoneme sequences
for our OOV words. The phoneset definition required a list of phonemes used in the lexicon, as
well as indication of which ones are vowels. We created a custom questions file for our Amharic
phoneme set; this can be found in Appendix C.
4.6.2 Experiments and Results
We used the Merlin “build your own voice” recipe, with a custom questions file that we created
for our Amharic phoneset. Our baseline voice was trained on the entire 55 hours of data. Our test
voices were four-hour subsets chosen on high, medium, and low values of the standard set of features
we have been using: f0, energy, speaking rate, and level of articulation. Due to the difficulty of
finding Amharic listeners on Amazon Mechanical Turk, we conducted an automatic evaluation for
intelligibility by sending synthesized sentences to a speech recognizer trained by IBM for Amharic
for the BABEL project6. WER results are in Table 4.11, with best five voices shown in bold.
While we would not necessarily expect high mean energy to be an indicator of good data to
use for TTS according to the guidelines of (Matous̆ek et al., 2008), it nevertheless continues to
surface as one of our more consistently useful features across languages and corpora, being in the
top 5 voices trained on both CALLHOME (Section 4.3.2) and MACROPHONE (Sections 4.4.1 and
4.5.2). Furthermore, we also did observe higher values for mean energy when we compared TTS
data to other genres in Chapter 3 Section 3.5.1, indicating that this may in fact be a salient feature
of TTS data. The other features are all what we might expect to be in line with standard TTS
data: lower ranges for variation in energy and f0, as well as lower mean f0.
5https://github.com/cmusphinx/g2p-seq2seq
6Many thanks to Andrew Rosenberg for assistance with this evaluation.
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Voice IBM WER Voice IBM WER
Baseline 45.00%
High Mean Energy 20.00% High Mean F0 50.70%
Med Mean Energy 31.40% Med Mean F0 50.70%
Low Mean Energy 64.30% Low Mean F0 26.40%
High Stdv Energy 61.40% High Stdv F0 38.60%
Med Stdv Energy 30.70% Med Stdv F0 40.00%
Low Stdv Energy 27.10% Low Stdv F0 27.10%
Slow Speaking Rate 62.90% High Articulation 52.10%
Med Speaking Rate 41.40% Med Articulation 40.00%
Fast Speaking Rate 45.70% Low Articulation 41.40%
Table 4.11: ASR word error rates for voices trained on 4-hour subsets of Amharic audiobible data.
4.7 Conclusions
In these various experiments, we have seen that training voices on smaller amounts of data that
have been chosen in a principled manner can in fact produce more intelligible voices, in particular
when using read ASR data or found audiobook data. Guided by (Matous̆ek et al., 2008), we
selected training sets based on features that are related to the professional TTS style. Surprisingly,
we found that training on utterances with slow speaking rate produced some of the least intelligible
voices. Consistency in mean energy level also appears to be important for intelligibility, regardless
of whether it is a high or low level – this may correspond with a low standard deviation of f0 in
the overall training set. We found that when you have a large corpus of many speakers, it is a
consistently better strategy to select training data at the speaker level rather than at the utterance
level. Automatically identifying the most intelligible speakers with ASR and then training a voice
just on the data from those speakers does produce a voice that is more intelligible to human
listeners. Having a larger pool of data to choose from is also beneficial, even if you are choosing the
same amount of data. We also found that the data selection approach generalizes to create more
intelligible voices from single-speaker audiobible data in Amharic.
While Mechanical Turk was an effective tool for crowdsourcing our intelligibility evaluations,
the turnaround time was very slow and we encountered difficulties finding speakers of our languages
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of interest other than English. We have found that both ASR and MCD correlate well with human
evaluations for intelligibility, and are useful tools for both speeding up preliminary evaluations as
well as evaluating voices in low-resource languages.
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Chapter 5
Subset Selection for Naturalness
5.1 Introduction
Although data collected for training speech recognizers presents the challenge of training intelligible
voices, we have found that other cleaner sources of data can be used to create voices that are
intelligible but still present the challenge of naturalness. For example, even a very small amount of
radio broadcast news can produce very intelligible voices, but since this data was still not collected
specifically with TTS in mind, the voices lack naturalness and often have a choppy-sounding, uneven
f0 contour. Thus, we focus primarily on ways to improve naturalness of voices trained on this type
of data.
We have conducted a number of data selection experiments using voices trained on the Boston
University Radio News Corpus (BURNC) data (Ostendorf et al., 1995), which consists of about
four and a half hours of speech from three professional female radio broadcast speakers, and a little
over five hours of speech from four male speakers, recorded in clean conditions. We trained voices
on fixed-size subsets based on acoustic and prosodic features, combinations of the best filtering
methods, and removal of outliers. The pilot work presented in this chapter has been published in
(Cooper et al., 2016a) and (Cooper et al., 2016b).
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5.2 Related Work
There have been a number of studies using high-quality found data to build TTS voices that
investigate the question of what portions of the data are best. (Gallardo-Antoĺın et al., 2014) used
radio broadcast news recordings to train synthetic voices, exploring different speaker diarization
and noise detection techniques to remove unsuitable utterances automatically. Audiobooks have
also been a popular source of found data for building TTS voies. In particular, (Chalamandaris et
al., 2014) used a corpus of audiobook speech to build unit selection voices. To handle the different
recording conditions of the various audiobooks, they first performed a recording-condition-based
clustering, and kept only utterances from one cluster. Since audiobook speech contains a great deal
of variation and expressivity, such as emotion and character voices, they selected the most neutral
utterances by plotting the mean and standard deviation of pitch, and keeping only the 90% of the
data closest to the centroid. Furthermore, since the 140 hours of speech in their corpus had to be
aligned with the text automatically, they were able to remove sentences with a low alignment score,
in order to remove both poorly-aligned data as well as sentences where the speaker did not read the
text exactly as written. They found that the combination of these approaches did produce a better
voice. Similarly, (Watts et al., 2013) built a corpus of 60 hours of speech from audiobooks in 14
languages, one speaker per language, also including only utterances with high automatic alignment
confidence scores. They also created a module for selecting utterances with uniform speaking
style (as opposed to more expressive utterances commonly found in audiobook speech) using a
lightly-supervised active learning based approach, specifically for the purpose of building HMM-
based voices in different languages. Finally, (Braunschweiler and Buchholz, 2011) also discarded
low-confidence utterances, but based on ASR confidence rather than alignment confidence, and
discarded utterances that were not neutral or suitable for a TTS corpus, as judged by a human.
They also developed an automatic method for deciding utterance naturalness, based on discarding
utterances outside of manually-chosen thresholds for acoustic features such as silences, utterance
duration, f0, root mean square amplitude, and voicing, as well as text-based features such as
punctuation and numbers which they deemed likely to result in text normalization errors. Despite
discarding nearly half their original data, they found that the HMM voices they trained using both
of these methods were judged as significantly better than using all of the data in a preference test,
and the manual approach also did significantly better than the automatic one. These results all
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show promise for data selection methods on nontraditional but generally high-quality sources of
TTS training data for producing better voices. Although these methods were developed primarily
for audiobooks and for data from a single speaker, the general approach of data selection may also
prove to be applicable to building parametric voices from other types of found data from multiple
speakers.
Many of the features we chose to explore for data selection were guided by our lab’s prior
work on the acoustic features that correlate with charisma in American English, as well as in
other languages such as Arabic and Swedish (Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2005; Biadsy et al., 2007;
Biadsy et al., 2008; Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2008), which found that in American English,
louder utterances, utterances higher in the speaker’s pitch range, and utterances with a faster
speaking rate were rated by listeners as more charismatic. Furthermore, high mean pitch and high
standard deviation of root mean square intensity correlated with charisma cross-culturally. Since
these standard and language-independent features are informative of charismatic speech, we also
hypothesize that, as features that are clearly salient to listeners’ perception of speech, they may
play a role in perceived naturalness of synthesized speech as well.
5.3 Subsets Based on Acoustic and Prosodic Features
To build voices for our experiments, we created one-hour training data subsets of the BURNC
corpus by selecting utterances based on a number of different criteria. Similar to our intelligibility
experiments, we trained voices only on all-male or all-female data to produce more consistent
models. We compared these subset voices to one of two baselines, one (for the female voices)
trained on all of the female data (4h 40m) and one (for the male voices) trained on all of the male
speech (5h 15m). For the baselines and our selected subsets, utterances were defined as sentences
in the transcript text, and the audio was segmented accordingly.
We selected subsets of the male and female utterances based on a number of different criteria.
These criteria are based upon factors we hypothesized might be useful for selecting training data
sets to create more natural-sounding voices. We examined mean and standard deviation of energy
and fundamental frequency (f0), selecting subsets of utterances totaling one hour in duration for
the highest, lowest, and middle of each of these values, computed using the Praat speech analysis
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software (Boersma, 2001). We did the same for speaking rate, defined by syllables per second. We
also considered that hypo- and hyper-articulation of training utterances might have an effect on the
naturalness of the resultant voice, so we selected subsets of low- and high-articulation utterances,
computed by mean energy divided by speaking rate, also each one hour. Unlike the ASR corpora,
the BURNC data was recorded under professional conditions and is read professional speech, so
our previous approaches of removing utterances with noise or disfluencies were not relevant for this
data. We also hypothesized that there may be some optimal utterance length for TTS training
data, so we selected subsets of the longest, shortest, and median utterances based on the length of
the audio file for each utterance. The time ranges of these subsets can be found in Table 5.1.
Female Male
Subset Range (s) Subset Range (s)
Short 0.25 - 5.50 Short 0.71 - 5.24
Middle 5.25 - 6.98 Middle 6.40 - 7.22
Long 10.05 - 22.19 Long 11.22 - 25.39
Table 5.1: Range of utterance durations for hour-long subsets of short, middle, and long utterances.
We trained our TTS voices using the Hidden Markov Model Based Speech Synthesis System
(HTS) (Zen et al., 2007). We based our training recipe for the baselines and for the data selec-
tion subsets described above on the speaker-independent training demo recipe. Although speaker-
adaptive training (SAT) is known to produce more stable models and therefore better-sounding
voices (Yamagishi, 2006), we found that with our data, there was no preference between SAT and
SI voices trained on all of the male data, and there was a slight but not significant preference for the
SAT voice over the SI voice trained on the female data. Given the greater computational resources
required to train SAT voices, we decided to use SI training for this set of experiments.
We obtained the standard set of full-context phonetic labels for the BURNC data using the
Festival Speech Synthesis System (Black et al., 2014). For this set of experiments, we evaluated the
naturalness of the female voices using a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test. We later decided to switch
to a much simpler pairwise comparison task for the male voices and for all subsequent experiments.
MOS results for the female voices are in Table 5.2 and include ratings for the intentionally very
robotic-sounding “Zarvox” voice from the Mac OS X say command, and a human voice speaking
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the same sentences, as attention checks and anchor points. Pairwise results for the male voices are
in Table 5.3.
Voice Rating Voice Rating
Robotic 1.03 Low mean energy 2.41
High mean f0 1.97 Mid mean energy 2.41
Hyper-articulated 2.08 Longest utts 2.5
High mean energy 2.08 Fast rate 2.55
Mid length utts 2.08 Mid mean f0 2.55
Slow rate 2.13 Mid sdev f0 2.6
High sdev energy 2.13 Low sdev f0 2.6
Mid sdev energy 2.28 Baseline 2.68
Shortest utts 2.33 Hypo-articulated 2.7
High sdev f0 2.37 Low mean f0 2.7
Low sdev energy 2.37 Natural speech 4.95
Mid rate 2.4
Table 5.2: Average naturalness rating for each voice (low to high), MOS experiment
For the female voices, only voices trained on subsets of hypo-articulated utterances and low
mean f0 utterances had a higher MOS than the baseline voice, but the difference was not significant.
Indeed, we see very little difference in the scores for the various test voices, which is part of what
motivated us to switch to the pairwise preference test. For the male voices, no subset voice was
preferred over the baseline – we hypothesize that this is because the four male speakers sound more
similar to each other than the three female speakers sound to each other, resulting in more consistent
models and an overall better-sounding male baseline voice with little room for improvement.
5.4 Varying Subset Sizes
We took our two most promising features for female voices from our first set of experiments,
hypo-articulated and low mean f0, and created 30-minute and 2-hour training data subsets of
the utterances to complement our original 1-hour subsets. Results for pairwise comparisons for
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Male Voice Preferred P-value
Low mean f0 16.7% 2.42e-7
Mid mean energy 20% 3.36e-6
Mid mean f0 20% 3.36e-6
Slow speaking rate 21.7% 1.14e-5
Hyper-articulated 23.3% 3.61e-5
Low sdev f0 25% 1.08e-4
Fast speaking rate 25% 1.08e-4
Medium length utts 25% 1.08e-4
High stdv energy 28.3% 7.89e-4
Mid stdv energy 28.3% 7.89e-4
High sdev f0 28.3% 7.89e-4
Mid articulated 28.3% 7.89e-4
Mid speaking rate 28.3% 7.89e-4
High mean energy 30% 1.95e-3
High mean f0 30% 1.95e-3
Middle sdev f0 30% 1.95e-3
Shortest utts 31.7% 4.51e-3
Low mean energy 35% 0.02
Hypo-articulated 35% 0.02
Longest utts 38.3% 0.07
Low stdv energy 41.7% 0.20
Table 5.3: Percent of votes for the test voice over the male baseline (out of 60 ratings; low to
high), and p-value.
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naturalness are presented in Table 5.4.
Hypo-articulation Low Mean F0
Amount Preferred P-value Preferred P-value
30min 31.7% 4.51e-3 36.7% 0.04
1hr 43.3% 0.30 53.3% 0.61
2hr 58.3% 0.20 56.7% 0.30
Table 5.4: Pairwise comparison preferences for female voices trained on subset sizes of 30 minutes,
1 hour, and 2 hours over the baseline.
Over both features, we see steadily increasing preference for larger data sets, indicating that for
this type of data and these selection methods, more data is better. However, none of these subsets
produced voices rated to be significantly better than the baseline.
5.5 Combination of Best Approaches
We next hypothesized that some combination of our best approaches so far might produce a bet-
ter voice. We tried a number of different combination methods of our top two features, hypo-
articulation and low mean f0:
1. We took a 2-hour subset of the most hypo-articulated utterances and intersected it with a
2-hour subset of the lowest mean f0 utterances to produce a 54-minute training set of female
data;
2. we combined 30-minute subsets of each by set union into a 56-minute minute subset (not a
full hour because some utterances appear in both sets);
3. we combined 1-hour subsets of each into a 1 hour and 46 minute minute subset;
4. we multiplied the mean f0 values for every female utterance by their articulation values, and
selected a 1-hour subset of the utterances with the lowest resulting values;
5. same as (4) except we selected a 2-hour subset;
6. same except a 3-hour subset;
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7. same except a 4-hour subset.
Pairwise preference results are in Table 6.6, with results significantly better than the baseline
in bold.
Combination Preferred P-value
1. Intersection (54min) 53.3% 0.61
2. Union (56min) 58.3% 0.20
3. Union (1hr46min) 61.7% 0.07
4. Multiplication (1hr) 61.7% 0.07
5. Multiplication (2hr) 68.3% 0.005
6. Multiplication (3hr) 51.7% 0.80
7. Multiplication (4hr) 45.0% 0.44
Table 5.5: Pairwise comparison preferences for female voices trained on different subsets of com-
binations of hypo-articulation and low mean F0.
We see that subsets (3) and (4) perform well, approaching significance, with (5) performing
significantly better than the baseline (p≤0.05), indicating that combining our best filtering methods
can improve naturalness. This motivated us to try (6) and (7), using the same filtering method
but with increasingly more data, however more data in this case did not turn out to be better –
the optimal subset size selected using this approach was 2 hours.
5.6 Removal of Outliers
We find that with this type of data, which is relatively high-quality, removing too much of it and
using small subsets is generally detrimental. So, we trained some voices by removing a smaller
portion of the data – outlier utterances based on the features that produced the worst voices in our
prior experiments. Since we have seen so far that utterances with speaking rates at the extremes
and hyper-articulated utterances produced some of the worst voices, we created sets where we
trimmed the upper and lower tail of the female utterances when sorted by speaking rate (two
separate sets), and the upper tail of hyper-articulation. For high speaking rate, we found that the
mean was 4.66 syllables per second and the standard deviation was 0.75, so we chose a cutoff of
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mean plus one standard deviation (5.40) which would then include 88.49% of the total data, or 3
hours and 52 minutes. For removing low speaking rate utterance outliers, we did a similar cutoff
of mean minus one standard deviation, giving us a subset of 4 hours and 6 minutes. As for hyper-
articulation, where articulation was computed as mean energy divided by speaking rate, looking
at female data only, we found a mean of 13.91 and a standard deviation of 2.67; we again chose a
cutoff of mean plus 1 standard deviation (16.57). This gave us 93.86% of the original dataset, or
4 hours and 6 minutes of data remaining. Pairwise comparison results for these two voices are in
Table 5.6. We have here obtained a significantly more preferred voice (p≤0.05) by removing the
outlying hyper-articulated utterances from the training set.
Outlier feature Preferred P-value
High speaking rate 56.7% 0.30
Low speaking rate 51.7% 0.80
Hyper-articulation 65.0% 0.02
Table 5.6: Pairwise comparison preferences for female voices trained on data sets with outliers
removed.
5.7 Conclusions
Level of articulation has shown to be a consistently useful feature for all of our approaches, especially
in the case of removing hyper-articulated outlier utterances and when combining hypo-articulation
with low mean f0, both of which produce female voices that were rated as sounding significantly
more natural than the baseline. This indicates that radio broadcast news is slightly more expressive
than ideal data for TTS, but choosing the more neutral utterances can remedy this and improve
naturalness. The two sides of our approach, identifying the best utterances to train on, as well as
identifying outlier utterances that are best left out of the training data, have both proven successful.




Adaptation, New Frontend Features,
and Other Modeling Approaches
6.1 Introduction
We have observed that with relatively high-quality data, such as BURNC (Ostendorf et al., 1995)
radio broadcast news, keeping more of the data may be generally preferable to using smaller subsets.
There is not much we want to exclude, given the absence of noise, disfluencies, and irregular speech.
Nevertheless, we may have something to learn from the features that we have been investigating
as subset selectors. This section presents a variety of approaches for training voices using all of
the data, while also making use of the knowledge of our acoustic and prosodic features to modify
how the voices are modeled to improve naturalness. We also explore the question of how much
high-quality data is needed, and whether combining high- and low-quality data can produce any
benefits in terms of intelligibility.
6.2 Related Work
There have been a variety of studies exploring the use of adaptation in TTS for the purpose of
handling noisy, heterogeneous data. For instance, in (Yamagishi et al., 2008), noisy recordings of
political speeches were used to adapt an average HMM voice trained on clean data from many
speakers. The authors obtained a robust, natural-sounding voice with performance minimally
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degraded by the inclusion of noisy data. They also discovered that, by using recording-condition-
adaptive training, they could produce more stable synthetic speech. (Karhila et al., 2013) also
trained AVMs on clean data from a TTS corpus and adapted it to a target speaker using data with
added noise. They found that listeners could in fact distinguish between voices adapted with clean
and noisy data, but that naturalness and speaker similarity were not affected. (Dall et al., 2012)
used human judgments of perceptually-similar source speakers, as well as objective measures, for
building an AVM to create a better adapted voice than one based on an AVM trained on all of
the source speakers. Similarly, (Govender and de Wet, 2016) aimed to select the best adult source
speakers for building an AVM to adapt to child speech based on the objective measures of MCD
and root mean squared error of log f0, finding that these measures also correlated well with human
judgments of intelligibility for the adapted voices. (Yamagishi et al., 2010) trained an AVM on
data collected in an office environment and adapted to cleanly-recorded speech. They found that
using both noisy and clean data together produced a voice with a slightly (but not statistically-
significantly) higher mean opinion score than a voice trained on clean data alone, and concluded
that more data, even of a lesser quality, can be beneficial. They also explored the question of how
much target speaker data is needed to train a speaker-dependent voice on that speaker’s data alone
as opposed to using it for adaptation in combination with an AVM. They found that it is better
to use the data for adaptation when less than an hour of target speaker data is available, and it is
better to train a speaker-specific voice on the target speaker data alone if there is more than two
hours available. We explore similar questions of quantity and quality in our experiments in Section
6.7.
There has also been some interesting work on the use of novel frontend features to create different
types of voices. (Yamagishi et al., 2003) used an approach called “style-mixed modeling” to train
a voice that could speak in different styles. This entailed using data from one speaker in different
styles (“reading,” “rough”, “joyful,” and “sad”), labeling those styles at the frontend along with
the standard set of linguistic features, and then choosing which style to synthesize, by including the
chosen style label at the frontend. More recently, (Henter et al., 2017) learned emotional nuance
from a database of emotional speech, and enabled structured control of these acoustic characteristics
by adding corresponding features at the frontend. In our own frontend-labeling experiments, rather
than using categorical speaking styles or emotions, we are using measurable acoustic and prosodic
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features and treating ranges of each of these as their own “manner of speaking,” aiming for speech
that is close to more typical TTS data, in order to produce the most natural synthesis.
6.3 Interpolation
We noticed informally that many of the HMM-based voices we produced using BURNC data had
a very choppy-sounding f0 contour, despite our data selection. We hypothesized that a simple way
to remedy this would be to set the f0 values to a constant in the training data, train a monotone
voice with that training data, and then interpolate the monotone voice with the baseline voice
in equal proportions. This effectively halves the variance of the generated log-f0 sequence. We
therefore created a female monotone voice, from which we were able to create an interpolated voice
using the baseline and the monotone models. We set the interpolation weights to be equal. The
female interpolated voice was preferred by 63.3% (significant at p=0.04) (Cooper et al., 2016b), a
surprising improvement for such a simple approach, which validates our hypothesis that the erratic,
choppy f0 contour does in fact detract from naturalness.
6.4 Subset Adaptation
Our results so far indicate that limiting the size of the training data for high-quality data such
as BURNC may not be beneficial. With this in mind, we decided to try training voices on all
of the female data, indicating which subset each utterance belongs to, running adaptive training,
and adapting the average voice to each of our subsets, one voice per subset. Adaptive training was
conducted using the HTS speaker-adaptive training recipe (described in detail in Chapter 2 Section
2.2), except instead of adapting to speakers, we adapted to the subsets. By treating the subset
(e.g. “high mean f0”) as one “speaker” and the rest of the data as another “speaker,” we hope to
obtain the benefits both of using all of the data and also of identifying features of utterances that
may be more ideal for producing a natural voice. We used this approach on each of the 1-hour
subsets we used in our prior work for the female data (Chapter 5, Section 5.3): we explored the
same features related to manner of speaking, namely mean and standard deviation of f0 and energy,
identified automatically using Praat (Boersma, 2001); speaking rate in syllables per second; level
of articulation, defined as mean energy divided by speaking rate; and duration of the utterance.
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1-hour subsets were the hour of high, medium, or low-valued utterances for each of these features.
Each adapted voice was compared in a pairwise manner to the baseline voice trained on the same
data without adaptation. Results are shown in Table 6.1, and have been published in (Cooper et
al., 2016a).
Our two best approaches here were the voices adapted to 1-hour subsets of hypo-articulated
utterances and middle mean energy utterances for female data, with hypo-articulation approach-
ing significance, but none significantly better than baseline. As with our speaker-independently
trained subset voices, we examined additional variations of 30-minute and 2-hour subsets for sub-
set adaptation based on these two features. We also tried combining these two best approaches by
intersecting 2-hour sets of each to produce a 59-minute subset. Results are presented in Table 6.2.
Again, each voice is compared to the baseline trained on all of the female BURNC data without
adaptation.
Adapting to subsets of 30 minutes and 2 hours does worse than adapting to 1-hour subsets, for
both selection approaches of hypo-articulation and middle mean energy, indicating that perhaps
1-hour adaptation sets are best to use. Intersecting 2-hour sets of our best approaches to get an
approximately 1-hour set for adaptation did not turn out to be useful.
6.5 Adaptation vs. Labeling Acoustic Properties at the frontend
In this section, we expand upon our earlier subset adaptation experiments, and we also introduce
another approach that makes use of all the data from a corpus: rather than treating ranges of these
feature values as regression classes and adaptively training, we add in the ranges for these feature
values at the frontend. Each utterance is labeled as “high,” “middle,” or “low” for a given feature,
such that the data is divided into thirds. Then, we synthesize our test utterances using each of
those three settings. We aim to identify which settings produce the most natural synthetic speech.
One limitation of our initial adaptation experiments described earlier in Section 6.4 was the
unequal and split nature of the regression classes. When adapting to a “middle range” subset,
the “not-in-subset” class is comprised of two disparate parts of the data — low- and high-valued
utterances for that feature. Combining these may have harmed the model’s consistency. Thus, in
this work, we explore the use of three classes, “high,” “middle,” and “low,” each consisting of one
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Adaptation Subset Preferred P-value
High mean energy 35.0% 0.02
High mean F0 40.0% 0.12
Hyper-articulation 41.7% 0.20
Low mean energy 43.3% 0.30
Middle mean F0 43.3% 0.30
Slow speaking rate 45.0% 0.44
High std.dev energy 46.7% 0.61
Middle std.dev F0 46.7% 0.61
Short duration 48.3% 0.80
High std.dev F0 48.3% 0.80
Fast speaking rate 50.0% 1.0
Low mean F0 50.0% 1.0
Medium duration 50.0% 1.0
Low std.dev energy 50.0% 1.0
Long duration 51.7% 0.80
Middle std.dev energy 53.3% 0.61
Medium speaking rate 56.7% 0.30
Low std.dev F0 56.7% 0.30
Middle mean energy 60.0% 0.12
Hypo-articulation 61.7% 0.07
Table 6.1: Pairwise preferences for female voices adapted to 1-hour subsets.
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Adaptation Subset Preferred P-value
Hypo-articulation - 30min 56.7% 0.30
Hypo-articulation - 2hr 48.3% 0.80
Middle mean energy - 30min 50.0% 1.0
Middle mean energy - 2hr 53.3% 0.61
Intersection - 59min 48.3% 0.80
Table 6.2: Pairwise preferences for female voices adapted to 30-minute, 2-hour, and intersected
sets of hypo-articulated and middle mean energy utterances.
third of the data, rather than adapting to hour-long subsets. We hypothesize that this approach
will produce more consistent models with better ability to adapt towards the desired speaking
characteristic. Adapting to subsets of one third of the data, rather than subsets of one hour each,
will also enable a more direct comparison to the frontend labeling approach, which uses the same
partitions of thirds of the data. This work has been published in (Cooper and Hirschberg, 2018).
6.5.1 Tools and Corpora
We initially trained our TTS voices using the Hidden Markov Model Based Speech Synthesis System
(HTS) (Zen et al., 2007), version 2.3, using the hts engine vocoder. However, with recent advances
in neural network based speech synthesis, we also wished to learn which results generalize across
acoustic model types, so we repeated these adaptation and frontend labeling experiments using
the Merlin (Wu et al., 2016) toolkit for neural network based voice training, with the WORLD
(Morise et al., 2016) vocoder. For text processing, we used the default U.S. English frontend for
Festival (Black et al., 2014). We are again using the BURNC corpus of professional radio broadcast
news from three female speakers. We evaluated all of our voices for naturalness using our pairwise
naturalness comparison task on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
As in our earlier experiments, we explored features related to manner of speaking, namely
mean and standard deviation of f0 and energy, identified automatically using Praat (Boersma,
2001); speaking rate in syllables per second; level of articulation, defined as mean energy divided
by speaking rate; and duration of the utterance. For each of these features, we sorted our training
utterances by feature value and then divided the data into thirds, labeling each utterance as having
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Feature hi med lo
Mean f0 40.0 53.3 56.7
Std. dev f0 33.3 38.3 43.3
Mean energy 41.7 60.0 58.3
Std. dev energy 43.3 41.7 40.0
Speaking rate 46.7 46.7 35.0
Articulation 38.3 30.0 40.0
Duration 40.0 31.7 36.7
Table 6.3: Percent preference for HTS voices trained adaptively using high, middle, and low
partitions for each feature.
a high, medium, or low value for that feature as appropriate. For the adaptation approach, we
treated each third of the data in turn as an adaptation set and used it to adapt an average voice
model (AVM). For the frontend labeling approach, we introduced a new contextual feature, added
on to the standard set of contextual features for English. This new frontend feature took on the
value of high, middle, or low as appropriate for each utterance. We also added our new contextual
features to the test output labels, creating high, medium, and low-setting label files, in order to
compare synthesis output at each setting. We compare each voice to a baseline trained on the same
data (all female BURNC utterances), but with no adaptation or extra frontend features.
6.5.2 HMM-Based Synthesis Experiments
6.5.2.1 Adapted Voices
We adaptively trained one voice per feature, using all of the female BURNC data, and then syn-
thesized test utterances adapted to each of the three classes (high, medium, and low values for the
given feature). To accomplish this, we used the HTS speaker-adaptive training recipe, but, instead
of labeling different speakers, we labeled utterances as high, middle, or low. Results are shown in
Table 6.3, with best settings for each feature in bold. Preferences are in comparison with a voice
trained on the same data but with no adaptation.
While low mean f0 and middle mean energy adapted voices were rated as better than the
baseline, neither of these preferences turned out to be statistically significant.
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6.5.2.2 Contextual Feature Labeled Voices
Another way to make use of all of the data while also making use of informative acoustic and
prosodic features is to label each utterance as having a high, middle, or low value for a given feature
at the frontend, as part of the set of contextual features. One major benefit of this approach is
that, in the construction of the decision trees for Hidden Markov Model based synthesis, if there
are any contextual features that are not actually informative in splitting the data, they simply will
not be used. Therefore, we are able to add arbitrarily many new contextual features, which, if they
do not contribute to better modeling of the data, simply will not appear in the decision trees.
The standard set of contextual features is obtained using Festival, and includes phoneme-level
information such as the previous two, current, and next two phonemes; the position of the current
phoneme in the syllable; position of the current syllable in the word; whether the syllable is stressed
or not; position of the current word in the phrase; and similar features providing a linguistic
representation. The full list of standard contextual features for US English can be seen in Appendix
A. Using the same partitions of the data into thirds, we added one new contextual feature to our full-
context labels, indicating whether the utterance has a high, middle, or low value for one particular
feature; we also added relevant questions to the HTS questions file. The questions file for HTS voice
training contains a variety of yes/no questions that are used in the construction of the acoustic
model decision tree, each followed by patterns for which a match in the full-context label would
indicate a “yes”. We added three new questions that ask whether the new feature value is high,
medium, or low. We then trained one voice for each feature on all of the data labeled as described,
and then synthesized test utterances with each of the three settings. Results are shown in Table 6.4,
with the best setting out of high, medium, or low in bold, and statistically-significant preferences
underlined. Each voice is rated in comparison to the baseline voice trained on the same data but
with no additional contextual features added.
Synthesizing with the low setting for standard deviation of f0 and with the high setting for
duration both produced speech that was significantly preferred over the baseline. The success of
the low standard deviation of f0 setting makes sense because professional speakers for a TTS corpus
are typically instructed to speak with as little variation as possible (Matous̆ek et al., 2008). For the
“high duration” synthesis, we are not necessarily synthesizing long utterances, but rather choosing
to synthesize in the style of the longer utterances in the training data. This may have resulted
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Feature hi med lo
Mean f0 55.0 60.0 51.7
Std. dev f0 60.0 55.0 63.3
Mean energy 48.3 56.7 45.0
Std. dev energy 51.7 50.0 51.7
Speaking rate 50.0 46.7 45.0
Articulation 56.7 56.7 56.7
Duration 63.3 50.0 56.7
Table 6.4: Percent preference for HTS voices trained with labels for high, medium, or low values
for acoustic and prosodic features and then synthesized at each of the three settings.
in better naturalness ratings because longer training utterances provide more speech in a natural
context.
When adding new contextual features and questions about them for decision tree construction,
it is useful to know how informative these new features actually are. Questions are chosen at each
node split to maximize the likelihood of the data under the model. Questions that are higher up
in the tree are therefore more informative, and some questions which are not informative may not
end up in the decision tree at all. Questions may also appear in multiple places in the tree. In HTS
voice training, there are separate decision trees for f0, spectrum, and duration, and furthermore,
there are separate trees constructed for each stream, e.g. delta and delta-delta. For simplicity, due
to multiple trees and possibly multiple instances of our questions in each tree, we report in Table
6.5 the minimum depth of each question related to our new feature for each voice, over all of the
trees for that voice. Lower values imply that the feature was more informative in splitting the data.
Interestingly, informativeness of the features does not consistently correspond to preference for
the voice using that feature. Minimum depth over all trees is a somewhat coarse measure; it may be
interesting in future work to investigate this in a more detailed way, e.g. to see whether minimum
depth in certain trees corresponds better with preference for the voice.
Next, we wanted to see whether combining features could produce even more improvement.
Rather than trying all combinations and all settings of the features, we accumulated features one
by one in the order that they gave improvement, and only synthesized using the best setting for
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Feature hi? med? lo?
Mean f0 4 6 2
Std. dev f0 6 7 6
Mean energy 2 4 2
Std. dev energy 3 3 2
Speaking rate 2 4 5
Articulation 2 6 5
Duration 5 8 5
Table 6.5: Minimum depth of each question over all decision trees for each voice.
each feature.
For some features it was not clear which setting was “best” – in particular articulation and
standard deviation of energy. So we posted tiebreaker tasks on MTurk. The tie was not resolved
for articulation, so we picked the low setting, corresponding with our prior findings (Cooper et al.,
2016b; Cooper et al., 2016a) that training on hypo-articulated utterances tends to produce better
voices. For standard deviation of energy, the low setting was slightly preferred. Comparisons are
made to a baseline voice trained on the same data but with no additional contextual features added.
Synthesizing with only the best setting for each feature, our features gave improvements over
the baseline in the following order, from most to least: duration (hi), standard deviation of f0
(lo), mean f0 (med), articulation (lo), mean energy (med), standard deviation of energy(lo), and
speaking rate (hi). We thus trained six new voices: the first, with both duration and standard
deviation of f0 labeled in the contextual features and with the “hi” and “lo” settings for those
features, respectively, chosen at synthesis; the next voice, with those same features plus mean f0,
set to the “med” setting at synthesis; and so on. Preferences over the baseline are shown in Table
6.6; note that each line of the table represents features from the preceding line plus the new feature
added on the current line.
Surprisingly, the best two features, which on their own resulted in better voices (Table 6.4),
produced a worse voice in combination. We see improvements as we add each feature, with the
exception of adding speaking rate, which results in a slight drop in naturalness ratings. These
features appear to be interacting in unexpected ways.
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Features Preference
Duration (hi) + Std. dev. f0 (lo) 46.7
+ Mean f0 (med) 53.3
+ Articulation (lo) 56.7
+ Mean energy (med) 58.3
+ Std. dev. energy (lo) 65.0
+ Speaking rate (hi) 60.0
Table 6.6: Percent preference for HTS voices trained with labels for multiple features
6.5.3 Neural Network Synthesis Experiments
Neural network based synthesis has recently produced very high-quality voices, and addresses some
of the naturalness issues common to HMM-based voices. Thus, we explored neural network-based
voice training in addition to HTS in order to determine experimentally whether these advances
generalize to the type of data we are using.
We repeated our experiments using the Merlin toolkit for neural network based synthesis (Wu
et al., 2016). For the baseline and frontend feature experiments, we used the basic “build your own
voice” recipe from Merlin, using WORLD for feature extraction and vocoding.
First, we trained a baseline voice using this recipe with all of the female BURNC data using
the standard full-context labels extracted by Festival. When we compared this to the HTS baseline
using the same audio and labels, the preference for the Merlin voice was 90.0%. It is therefore
apparent that not only does neural network based synthesis produce more natural voices when
trained on standard TTS data, but on radio broadcast news data from multiple speakers as well.
6.5.3.1 Adapted Voices
For the adaptation experiments, we trained an AVM on all of the female data and then adapted
to each subset using the Merlin speaker adaptation recipe, which implements two different types of
adaptation (described in (Bollepalli et al., 2017)): back-propagating the adaptation data through
the model to re-tune all the weights (‘fine-tune’); and “Learn Hidden Unit Contributions” (LHUC),
which recombines hidden units based on the adaptation data (Swietojanski et al., 2016). We tried
both methods, and we found that the best voices were produced using the ‘fine-tune’ adapta-
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Feature hi med lo
Mean f0 43.3 45.0 36.7
Std. dev f0 48.3 60.0 50.0
Mean energy 53.3 45.0 36.7
Std. dev energy 36.7 43.3 36.7
Speaking rate 45.0 45.0 41.7
Articulation 50.0 45.0 45.0
Duration 41.7 45.0 60.0
Table 6.7: Percent preference for Merlin AVM adapted to subsets of the data selected based on
high, middle, or low values for various acoustic and prosodic features.
tion method; full results for fine-tune adapted voices are shown in Table 6.7. Again, preferences
are evaluated against the baseline voice trained on all of the female BURNC data, but with no
adaptation.
Adapting to short duration utterances and adapting to middle standard deviation of f0 were
both preferred over the baseline by 60%, which was not statistically significant.
6.5.3.2 Contextual Feature Labeled Voices
We repeated our experiments from Section 4.3, adding one new feature at the frontend that takes
on a value of high, medium, or low depending on the utterance’s value for the given acoustic or
prosodic feature we are measuring, and then synthesizing output utterances with high, medium, and
low settings for that feature. Neural-network-based synthesis differs from HMM-based synthesis
in that neural-network-based synthesis does not make use of decision trees. Instead, the frontend
features are converted into a binary sequence by way of the questions file, corresponding to “yes”
and “no” answers for each question. Pairwise preference results for Merlin subset voices versus the
baseline are presented in Table 6.8, with the best setting (out of high, medium, or low) for each
feature in bold, and results significantly better than the baseline underlined. Again, the baseline is
a voice trained on all of the female BURNC data but with no additional contextual features added.
We see that a number of voices are rated as more natural than the baseline (more than 50%),
with one significant preference: the voice with mean f0 level labeled at the frontend, and test
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Feature hi med lo
Mean f0 41.7 53.3 65.0
Std. dev f0 51.7 55.0 50.0
Mean energy 46.7 48.3 55.0
Std. dev energy 61.7 50.0 60.0
Speaking rate 50.0 41.7 48.3
Articulation 41.7 41.7 53.3
Duration 48.3 55.0 50.0
Table 6.8: Percent preference for Merlin voices trained on data labeled as having high, medium,
or low values for features and then synthesized with each of the three settings.
utterances synthesized with the “lo” setting, which is in fact consistent with low mean f0 being
a useful feature for intelligibility in our data selection experiments in Chapter 4, as well as with
the expectations for standard TTS data according to (Matous̆ek et al., 2008). Although our best
Merlin voice is not produced using the same features as our best HTS voice, and although the
best settings for each feature are not the same across training methods, we do observe that this
frontend-labeling approach can produce significantly more natural voices regardless of the acoustic
model.
Next, we wished to see whether the combination of features with their best settings could lead
to greater improvement, as we tried with HTS. We added features one at a time and trained voices
using them, and synthesized using the best setting for those features as indicated in bold in Table
6.8. Since we had a three-way tie between medium standard deviation of f0, low mean energy, and
medium duration, we posted tiebreaker tasks on MTurk to decide the order in which to add those
features. Results for voices with accumulated features are in Table 6.9, and again the baseline for
comparison is a voice trained on the same data but with no additional contextual features added.
We see again that combining the best two features does actually not do as well as using each
feature separately, and in fact, this time, we generally see a decrease in naturalness ratings in
comparison with the baseline as we add more features. It is possible that this is a result of over-
fitting from adding too many new features, or possibly that the different features are interacting
in ways that hurt naturalness. While adding features in order from biggest to least improvement
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Features Preference
Mean f0 (lo) + Std. dev. energy (hi) 53.3%
+ Duration (med) 48.3%
+ Mean energy (lo) 46.7%
+ Std. dev. f0 (med) 56.7%
+ Articulation (lo) 35.0%
+ Speaking rate (hi) 46.7%
Table 6.9: Percent preference for Merlin voices trained with labels for multiple features combined
seemed sensible, perhaps experimenting with adding them in different combinations would be a
possibility for future experimentation.
6.5.4 Conclusions
For these neural network based experiments, we computed inter-annotator agreement using Fleiss’
Kappa, which we found to be 0.014. This a low value for agreement, indicating that listener
preferences do vary considerably. The low agreement is also not surprising in light of the fact that
very few of these voices were overall significantly preferred to the baseline.
We have found that, for both HMM-based synthesis and neural network based synthesis, adding
individual acoustic and prosodic features as new frontend labels can significantly improve voice nat-
uralness, but that combination generally does not help. We also have found that subset adaptation
was generally not successful; however perhaps combining the two approaches may be a direction
for future work. Furthermore, given the success of the frontend-labeling approach, using actual nu-
merical values rather than discretized high, medium, and low settings may be a promising direction
as well, since neural network synthesis allows for this type of input, unlike HMM-based synthesis.
6.6 Frontend Features for Turkish
In an effort to determine the extent to which our frontend-labeling results generalize to other lan-
guages, we repeated the experiments using data from the Turkish Broadcast News corpus (Saraçlar,
2012). We used a clean subset of the data consisting of four and a half hours of speech from three
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female news anchors, to be comparable with the similar amount of data that we have from fe-
male BURNC speakers. We manually picked utterances for this set, excluding utterances with
poor recording quality, background music or noise, and utterances whose transcripts include items
marked as unintelligible or hesitations.
Frontend processing for this data was done by starting with the BABEL (Harper, 2011) pro-
nunciation lexicon for Turkish. Pronunciations for out-of-vocabulary words (words contained in the
broadcast news transcripts but not in the BABEL lexicon) were obtained by training a pronun-
ciation model on the original lexicon using Sequitur G2P (Bisani and Ney, 2008) and then using
the trained model to generate phonetic sequences for the missing words. Phonetic alignments were
then obtained using the EHMM (Ergodic Hidden Markov Model, (Prahallad et al., 2006)) align-
ment module in Festival (Black et al., 2014). We created a custom questions file for the BABEL
Turkish phoneme set, which can be seen in Appendix D.
We added individual new frontend features in the same way that we did for the English BURNC
experiments. Features were the same – low, middle, and high levels of mean and standard deviation
of f0 and energy (extracted with Praat (Boersma, 2001)), speaking rate in syllables per second
obtained from the Festival alignments, duration of utterance, and level of articulation. While in our
original English experiments we defined articulation level as mean energy divided by speaking rate,
we later considered that high articulation levels may also include a large variation in f0, so we also
defined another measure of articulation which was computed as mean energy, divided by speaking
rate, multiplied by standard deviation of f0. The original articulation measure that combines two
features is denoted as Articulation (2), and the new articulation measure that combines three
features is named Articulation (3).
We trained voices using the default “build your own voice” recipe in Merlin. We created a
custom questions file for the Turkish phoneset that also includes appropriate questions for high,
medium, and low levels of our added features.
We evaluated the trained voices for naturalness using our pairwise comparison task on Mechan-
ical Turk. We synthesized 12 sentences from each trained voice model. The text for the sentences
came from portions of the broadcast news transcripts which were not used in training. We required
listeners to be native speakers of Turkish. Each task consists of a pair of audio files which are the
same sentence spoken by two different voices, the test voice and the baseline voice (trained on the
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Feature hi med lo
Mean f0 51.7% 53.3% 65.0%
Std. dev f0 58.3% 46.7% 53.3%
Mean energy 68.3% 55.0% 55.0%
Std. dev energy 61.7% 65.0% 41.7%
Speaking rate 48.3% 56.7% 48.3%
Articulation (2) 46.7% 55.0% 53.3%
Articulation (3) 70.0% 58.3% 55.0%
Duration 20.0% 48.3% 56.7%
Table 6.10: Percent preference for Merlin voices trained on Turkish broadcast news data labeled
as having high, medium, or low values for features and then synthesized with each of the three
settings.
same data but with no new experimental contextual features added). Percent preferences for each
voice over the baseline voice are presented in Table 6.10, with significant preferences in bold.
We see that we can get improvements in naturalness with this frontend-labeling approach in
Turkish as well. Low mean f0 stands out since there was also a significant preference for that
feature in English (Table 6.8). High mean energy is another feature that stands out throughout
multiple experiments: in addition to producing a more natural voice in this experiment, it was
also an informative feature for subset selection for intelligibility for both Amharic and English
in Chapter 4. We computed inter-annotator agreement using Fleiss’ Kappa, finding a very low
value of 0.004. This shows that listener preferences vary widely, as they did for English. The
preference for synthesizing at the high setting for articulation was surprising, since the low setting
was preferred for English. This may be due to language differences between Turkish and English.
(de Jong et al., 2015) found that native speakers of English produce longer syllables in English
than native Turkish speakers speaking Turkish; Turkish speakers were also found to produce fewer
pauses and repetitions than English speakers. While they did not explore differences in energy or
f0 characteristics, the existence of language differences especially in speaking rate does allow for
the possibility that different speaking styles are expected across languages, and thus different types
of voices are preferred. Nevertheless it is still surprising that the higher level of articulation, which
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incorporates slow speaking rate, was preferred in Turkish, which has a typically faster speaking
rate than English. Since there was no strong preference for voices that incorporated the speaking
rate feature by itself, it may be that the other aspects of hyper-articulation (higher energy, more
variation in f0) are preferred. Another explanation may be the effect of speaker differences. There
are only three speakers for each language, and the speakers themselves have enough difference in
speaking style that adjusting the voice towards a particular feature makes the voice sound more like
one speaker. Indeed, we informally noticed that in both languages, certain voices sounded more
like certain news anchors from the original data – perhaps listeners preferred voices that sounded
more like certain speakers.
6.7 Quality Adaptation for Intelligibility
One research question of interest in the case of low-resource TTS is, if only a very small amount of
high-quality data is available, is it better to use that data by itself, or to combine it with a larger
amount of lower-quality data? At what quantity threshold of high-quality data does the answer to
this question change? We attempt to answer this by combining a large quantity of lower-quality,
mixed-speaker data collected for ASR, the MACROPHONE corpus (Bernstein et al., 1994), with
varying small amounts of high-quality, single-speaker data from BURNC (Ostendorf et al., 1995),
radio broadcast news which may be considered “found” data, and ARCTIC (Kominek and Black,
2003), which was specifically created for TTS.
We trained voices using the “build your own voice” recipe in Merlin (Wu et al., 2016) using 5,
10, 20, and 40 minutes of data from each of the high-quality sources (BURNC speaker “f1a” or
ARCTIC speaker “slt”), and a baseline voice using 10 hours from MACROPHONE. Then, we used
the “speaker adaptation” Merlin recipe to train combined voices – the 10 hours of MACROPHONE
data combined with one of the small sets of high-quality data, and then adapted, using the fine-
tune adaptation method, towards the high-quality portion. We then synthesized semantically-
unpredictable sentences using each of these voices and evaluated them for intelligibility using our
transcription task in a Latin-square configuration on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We also included
a natural human speech version of each sentence to obtain a top-line for intelligibility of these
sentences. Word error rates are reported in Table 6.11. We also report sentence error rate (SER),
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Voice WER SER Voice WER SER
burnc 5 68.1% 96.7% slt 5 56.7% 95.6%
burnc 10 70.0% 97.8% slt 10 48.2% 94.5%
burnc 20 34.2% 85.7% slt 20 37.2% 83.5%
burnc 40 27.0% 73.6% slt 40 34.4% 85.7%
macrophone + burnc 5 39.6% 90.1% macrophone + slt 5 41.4% 93.4%
macrophone + burnc 10 33.1% 87.9% macrophone + slt 10 36.3% 89.0%
macrophone + burnc 20 28.6% 78.0% macrophone + slt 20 32.0% 75.8%
macrophone + burnc 40 21.8% 80.2% macrophone + slt 40 29.0% 76.9%
macrophone only 62.0% 95.6% human 7.38% 41.8%
Table 6.11: Transcription word and sentence error rates for voices trained on one type of data as
well as voices trained and adapted with combined low- and high-quality data
which is the percent of transcribed sentences which contain at least one error.
We observe that all of the combined-data adapted voices are more intelligible in terms of WER
than each of their respective counterparts using only the high-quality data by itself. These dif-
ferences are statistically significant according to a Welch’s two-sided t-test, for high-quality data
amounts of 5 and 10 minutes. For 20 and 40 minutes, the combined-data adapted voices are also
rated as more intelligible than the voices trained on the same high-quality data by itself, but these
differences are not statistically significant.
We also observe that all but three of the voices are significantly more intelligible in terms of WER
than the baseline of just 10 hours of MACROPHONE data by itself, indicating that collecting even
a small amount of high-quality data can be a very effective way to improve a voice. The exceptions
are the 5 minutes of ARCTIC “slt” data by itself, which was more intelligible than the baseline but
not significantly so, and the 5 and 10 minute sets of BURNC “f1a” data by themselves, which were
rated as less intelligible than the baseline but also not significantly so. It also appears that the 20-
and 40-minute BURNC voices are more intelligible than the respective ARCTIC voices trained on
the same amounts of data, which is interesting because ARCTIC was collected specifically for TTS
whereas BURNC was not; however, these differences are also not statistically significant.
Sentence error rate can give a measure of how useful the voices really are. We can see that
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SERs are very high, with most transcriptions of all synthesized sentences containing at least one
error. Nevertheless, it can also give us a sense of how difficult our task is – SER for the human voice
speaking the set of SUS is also surprisingly high at 41.8%, indicating that the sentences themselves
are very difficult, as many of the sentences contain words that are easily misheard or confusable
for other words.
6.8 Conclusions
We have experimented with a variety of voice modeling and training approaches that make use
of all of the training data, while also making use of what we know about standard TTS speech
and the acoustic and prosodic features of the data that we have. Following our observation that
voices trained on BURNC data often have a choppy-sounding f0 contour, our experiment building a
voice that interpolates the choppy voice with a monotone one has validated our hypothesis that the
choppiness hurts naturalness ratings. Building off of the subset selection experiments in the previous
chapter, we attempted to train voices on all of the data and adapt to the subsets rather than only
train on the subsets; however, this approach did not show much promise. However, using these
feature-based subsets as new categorical frontend features instead of adaptation classes did work
well, for both HMM and neural network based acoustic models, and for both English and Turkish.
While combining these frontend features gave some small improvements in the HMM based voices,
this was not the case for neural network voices, which raises questions about how these features
interact and how best to combine them. Finally, we found that although subset adaptation did
not work, quality adaptation using small amounts of high-quality data in combination with lower-
quality ASR data gives large gains in intelligibility. We can conclude from this that even a small
amount of high-quality data can be beneficial, and that combining quantity and quality is better
than using either one alone. We can also conclude that the larger amounts of noisy data can provide




7.1 Conclusions and Contributions
In the numerous experiments we have conducted, we have reached several general conclusions. First,
we have found that clean broadcast news or clean data of any kind is tremendously beneficial, even
in small amounts. The intelligibility benefits from even just five minutes of high-quality broadcast
news or TTS data makes such data worth seeking out. We have also found that audiobook data
also bears many similarities to TTS data, and can be used to create voices with good naturalness
and intelligibility.
We have shown that data collected for ASR can be used with a fair amount of cleanup for noise
and disfluencies. This type of data is best used by identifying subsets of the best speakers, with
ASR word error rate per speaker being a good measure of usability of the data. Again, this type
of data is best augmented with even a small amount of high-quality data – the combination of
quantity and quality gives intelligibility improvements over using each type of data by itself. While
we did not have a great deal of success building voices out of the BABEL data, these corpora were
nevertheless useful for their pronunciation lexica, which provided the basis for building frontends
for these new languages.
We have explored different methods for training voices that can improve naturalness and in-
telligibility. Significantly more intelligible voices can be produced from noisy, mixed ASR data
using the training data selection approach, especially when selection is done at the speaker level
rather than the utterance level. Data selection can also improve naturalness of voices trained on
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professional broadcast news speech, as can the approach of labeling acoustic and prosodic features
at the frontend.
By comparing TTS data to other types of speech data, we have identified the ways in which TTS
data distinguishes itself: it tends to have a lower f0 range, a lower standard deviation of energy,
and a lower level of articulation than other types of readily-available speech data such as radio
broadcast news, audiobooks, and ASR data. We then determined which of these characteristics
are informative in producing intelligible and natural-sounding TTS voices. We have found that
selecting utterances with a slow speaking rate is in fact detrimental to intelligibility, especially
when using conversational ASR data. We have also found that a consistent mean energy level
improves intelligibility, which also corresponds with a low overall standard deviation in energy.
Identifying the most intelligible speakers in a large, multi-speaker corpus also results in a more
intelligible TTS voice. In terms of naturalness, training voices based on low levels of articulation
produced more natural-sounding voices for English; however for voices trained on Turkish broadcast
news data, the higher setting for articulation was preferred. Low mean f0 was also a consistently
informative feature in our naturalness experiments, matching our original observations that TTS
speakers tend to speak in a lower f0 range.
Throughout these experiments, we identified which parts of the process present the greatest
challenges. First of all, building a linguistic frontend for a new language is one of the more labor-
intensive parts of the process, and is necessarily very language-dependent. While for some lan-
guages, a very basic frontend consisting mainly of just the pronunciation lexicon may be sufficient,
other languages require more complex linguistic processing. For instance, the Amharic language
has contrastive gemination and epenthesis which are not written in the orthography, and this has
proven to be an entirely open research problem of its own. Even languages which do not require
complex linguistic processing still require a phoneset specification, as well as letter-to-sound and
syllabification rules for out-of-vocabulary words, which can still take a considerable amount of man-
ual effort to create and check. There has been some success in using the orthography in place of a
defined phoneset (Black and Llitjós, 2002; Aylett et al., 2009), but this approach is better suited
to languages (such as Spanish) which have a more straightforward mapping between orthography
and pronunciation, than those (such as English) which do not.
Another major challenge in our pipeline was evaluation. While Amazon Mechanical Turk was
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very useful for evaluating English voices, we ran into the limitations of that platform when we
expanded to building voices for low-resource languages. While automatic evaluations can provide
some guidance with respect to which voices may be viable or not, there is no real substitute for
human judgment when it comes to listening for naturalness, or for preference in general. Amazon
has implemented more restrictions on new users signing up for Mechanical Turk, such as a months-
long waiting times, and a lengthy and complicated identity verification process for those who lack a
US social security number or bank account. So, even though we may know speakers of our languages
of interest who want to do our listening tests, they have been unable to sign up as workers. In light
of this fact, we have begun building our own evaluation website where we can invite people to do
our listening tests, and hopefully this will streamline the evaluation process for future experiments.
7.2 Recommendations for Building Voices with Found Data
The large number of experiments we have conducted on building voices with found data has enabled
us to reach a variety of conclusions about what worked and did not work. We can formulate a
number of recommendations for anyone who might want to build voices on found data, especially
in a low-resource language. These recommendations are intended for anyone who might not have
the resources or corporate backing to build a production-quality voice, but may nevertheless have
access to found data from the web or other research speech corpora. These recommendations may
also be useful to anyone who speaks a language that does not already have a TTS system. The
availability of open-source tools has made the creation of custom TTS voices more accessible to
everyone. It is also preferable that anyone building a voice have some first-hand knowledge of the
language, or at least someone whom they can consult about the language, for informal evaluation
purposes, especially given that much of the preparation of the frontends did require knowledge of
the language.
We found that the intelligibility of voices trained on ASR data only was very low. Even though
improvements can be obtained with speaker-level data selection, these voices are still quite difficult
to understand. The improvements obtained by adding even a very small amount of higher-quality
data make it worthwhile to try to find such data, or even to record it, even if it is only five minutes.
Conversely, if only a small amount of high-quality data is available, it may be worthwhile to obtain
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a larger amount of lower-quality data as well, since this can also give an improvement.
For a TTS developer who is starting with no data at all, it is recommended to try to find radio
broadcast news, since this is available in many different languages, and produces relatively intelligi-
ble voices. If a medium-sized amount of high-quality data such as broadcast news is available, e.g.
a few hours, then the approach of labeling single features at the frontend can result in significant
improvement to naturalness, especially when considering mean f0 and articulation level.
We have documented much of the process of preparing new sources of data and recipes for
training voices on our website at http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~ecooper/tts. We hope that
this will be a useful resource for others who wish to explore training voices on found data.
7.3 Directions for Future Work
The aim of this work was to develop methods for training voices on found data that are extensible
to low-resource languages. While we have conducted some preliminary experiments on Turkish
and Amharic, we have just begun to scratch the surface of exploring the extent to which our
results generalize. Our most promising results (speaker selection from a large ASR corpus; quality
adaptation using mixed high- and low-quality data; frontend labeling of acoustic and prosodic
features) should be repeated on a wide variety of languages to determine which are truly language-
independent. Furthermore, all of our experiments were conducted on female data only, so further
experimentation is needed to determine which results generalize across gender as well.
While we explored a standard set of acoustic and prosodic features at the utterance and speaker
level, there are a number of other features that could potentially be explored, as well as different
granularities. For example, low levels of spectral tilt (the proportion of energy at high vs. low
frequency bands) is often associated with Lombard speech (speech produced in a noisy environment
for the purpose of becoming more intelligible) (Van Summers et al., 1988). Thus, spectral tilt may
also be a useful alternative measure of hyper-articulation, and possibly an informative feature
for training data subset selection. Furthermore, although we increased our level of granularity
from selecting at the utterance level to selecting at the speaker level, we did not try decreasing
the granularity, e.g. by conducting data selection at the word, phoneme, or acoustic frame level.
Indeed, it may be wasteful to discard entire utterances when perhaps only part of an utterance is
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problematic. There is precedent for this in (Henter et al., 2016), where naturalness was improved
by identifying and excluding phonemes that were outliers with respect to duration.
Most of our experiments considered only one feature at a time, and, when we considered multiple
features, it was a combination based on best results from a previous round of experiments. An
interesting direction for future work would be to use more machine learning or automatic clustering-
based approaches for selecting training data subsets, based on multiple features at a time. (Watts
et al., 2013) used an active learning based approach to discover sentences similar to a small set of
audiobook utterances hand-labeled as ‘neutral’ by a human listener; perhaps we could explore a
similar approach where we are measuring similarity to a small set of high-quality TTS data, even
in a different language.
Our positive results for combining low- and high-quality data and then performing quality
adaptation point to many possibilities for future work in this area. First of all, we could combine
quality adaptation with speaker-level data selection, to select our low-quality data in a way that
it better matches the speaker characteristics of our small amount of high-quality data. Second,
it would also be very interesting to explore whether cross-lingual quality adaptation is possible,
i.e. when the low- and high-quality data sets are in different languages. Finally, it is reasonable to
ask whether it was the adaptation that caused the improvements, or just the act of combining the
two different types of data; this is a question for future work as well.
There are some signal processing based approaches that may be worth exploring in future work.
Noise removal techniques such as Wiener filtering may succeed in cleaning up the background and
line noise in ASR corpora recorded over the telephone, and recent advances in using neural networks
for audio super-resolution (Kuleshov et al., 2017) may be applicable to this sort of low-bandwidth
data as well.
The end-to-end approach to speech synthesis aims to replace the modular elements of a TTS
system with one single, usually neural network based, model that converts raw text directly into
raw audio. Systems that approach end-to-end synthesis have become state of the art in recent years
(van den Oord et al., 2016; Sercan et al., 2017; Sotelo et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017), and thus
it is important to consider whether our methods are usable in an end-to-end setting. While these
systems typically require large amounts of production quality data, the use of “global style tokens”
(GST) (Wang et al., 2018) has produced some very interesting results in terms of identifying latent
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variation in found data. GSTs are unsupervised embeddings that are learned from the audio,
which then can be applied to text to synthesize by conditioning the text encoder on one or more
tokens. When applied to a large corpus of audiobook data from a single speaker, GSTs were found
to encode various acoustic and prosodic attributes, such as pitch, intensity, speaking rate, and
emotion. Furthermore, when GSTs were applied to clean speech data with artificially added noise,
they encoded different noise conditions, including the condition of no noise. Finally, when applied
to TED talk speech from hundreds of different speakers found on the web, GSTs corresponded
to different speakers. These experiments show the promise of GSTs for a variety of applications
such as prosody and style modeling, noise removal, and speaker diarization, and it would be very
interesting to study how this approach could be used to create high-quality voices from other types
of found data as well.
There may also be other interesting applications for our approaches. In particular, our frontend-
labeling approach allows for control of acoustic and prosodic features which result in audible differ-
ences in voices, which may be useful for creating voices with different characteristics. (Levitan et
al., 2018) found that many of the same features that we have been exploring for TTS also correlate
with whether a listener finds a speaker to be trustworthy or untrustworthy. Thus, we have begun
to apply these findings along with our frontend-labeling approach to create voices that have the
characteristics of trustworthy and untrustworthy speech. While these voices do sound different
from each other, it remains to be seen in future evaluations whether listeners trust or distrust these
synthetic voices.
Given the improved naturalness of voices trained with our frontend-labeling approach, it would
be interesting to extend these experiments by using actual numeric feature values as the new
frontend features rather than discretized settings of high, medium, and low. While HMM-based
synthesis does not permit continuous numeric features at the frontend, neural network based syn-
thesis in fact requires this type of input. In terms of other possible frontend features, it would
be interesting to see whether the inclusion of prosodic annotations, including those that may have
been automatically obtained such as in AuToBI (Rosenberg, 2010), help to improve naturalness of
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HTS Full-Context Label Format
The following page contains a description of the full-context phonetic label format for HTS and
Merlin, with a description of each of the contextual features, reproduced from the HTS (Zen et al.,
2007) documentation.
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An example of context-dependent label format




/A:a1 a2 a3 /B:b1-b2-b3@b4-b5&b6-b7#b8-b9$b10-b11!b12-b13;b14-b15|b16 /C:c1+c2+c3
/D:d1 d2 /E:e1+e2@e3+e4&e5+e6#e7+e8 /F: f1 f2
/G:g1 g2 /H:h1=h2ˆh3=h4|h5 /I:i1=i2
/J: j1+ j2- j3
p1 the phoneme identity before the previous phoneme
p2 the previous phoneme identity
p3 the current phoneme identity
p4 the next phoneme identity
p5 the phoneme after the next phoneme identity
p6 position of the current phoneme identity in the current syllable (forward)
p7 position of the current phoneme identity in the current syllable (backward)
a1 whether the previous syllable stressed or not (0: not stressed, 1: stressed)
a2 whether the previous syllable accented or not (0: not accented, 1: accented)
a3 the number of phonemes in the previous syllable
b1 whether the current syllable stressed or not (0: not stressed, 1: stressed)
b2 whether the current syllable accented or not (0: not accented, 1: accented)
b3 the number of phonemes in the current syllable
b4 position of the current syllable in the current word (forward)
b5 position of the current syllable in the current word (backward)
b6 position of the current syllable in the current phrase (forward)
b7 position of the current syllable in the current phrase (backward)
b8 the number of stressed syllables before the current syllable in the current phrase
b9 the number of stressed syllables after the current syllable in the current phrase
b10 the number of accented syllables before the current syllable in the current phrase
b11 the number of accented syllables after the current syllable in the current phrase
b12 the distance per syllable from the previous stressed syllable to the current syllable
b13 the distance per syllable from the current syllable to the next stressed syllable
b14 the distance per syllable from the previous accented syllable to the current syllable
b15 the distance per syllable from the current syllable to the next accented syllable
b16 name of the vowel of the current syllable
c1 whether the next syllable stressed or not (0: not stressed, 1: stressed)
c2 whether the next syllable accented or not (0: not accented, 1: accented)
c3 the number of phonemes in the next syllable
d1 gpos (guess part-of-speech) of the previous word
d2 the number of syllables in the previous word
e1 gpos (guess part-of-speech) of the current word
e2 the number of syllables in the current word
e3 position of the current word in the current phrase (forward)
e4 position of the current word in the current phrase (backward)
e5 the number of content words before the current word in the current phrase
e6 the number of content words after the current word in the current phrase
e7 the distance per word from the previous content word to the current word
e8 the distance per word from the current word to the next content word
f1 gpos (guess part-of-speech) of the next word
f2 the number of syllables in the next word
g1 the number of syllables in the previous phrase
g2 the number of words in the previous phrase
h1 the number of syllables in the current phrase
h2 the number of words in the current phrase
h3 position of the current phrase in this utterance (forward)
h4 position of the current phrase in this utterance (backward)
h5 TOBI endtone of the current phrase
i1 the number of syllables in the next phrase
i2 the number of words in the next phrase
j1 the number of syllables in this utterance
j2 the number of words in this utterance
j3 the number of phrases in this utterance
Appendix B
Full Results for Macrophone Speaker-
vs. Utterance-Selected Voice
Experiments
These are the full preliminary results for word error rate using the Watson Speech Recognition
API.
B.1 Speaker-Selected Voices
Voices are named are as follows:
macrophone-[selectionfeature]-[selectionlevel]-[subsetsize]
Average word error rates (WER) from transcriptions given by the Watson Speech Recognition




macrophone-eng max-avg-10hr 0.662 0.549
macrophone-eng max-avg-2hr 0.844 0.554
macrophone-eng max-avg-4hr 0.779 0.503
macrophone-eng max-max-10hr 1.013 0.410
macrophone-eng max-max-2hr 0.987 0.392
macrophone-eng max-max-4hr 0.974 0.426
macrophone-eng max-med-10hr 0.636 0.535
macrophone-eng max-med-2hr 0.883 0.442
macrophone-eng max-med-4hr 0.805 0.553
macrophone-eng max-min-10hr 0.662 0.583
macrophone-eng max-min-2hr 0.857 0.501
macrophone-eng max-min-4hr 0.740 0.561
macrophone-eng mean-avg-10hr 0.740 0.557
macrophone-eng mean-avg-2hr 0.766 0.497
macrophone-eng mean-avg-4hr 0.727 0.510
macrophone-eng mean-max-10hr 0.831 0.508
macrophone-eng mean-max-2hr 1.026 0.453
macrophone-eng mean-max-4hr 1.143 0.360
macrophone-eng mean-med-10hr 0.714 0.539
macrophone-eng mean-med-2hr 0.805 0.441
macrophone-eng mean-med-4hr 0.831 0.497
macrophone-eng mean-min-10hr 0.610 0.512
macrophone-eng mean-min-2hr 0.909 0.508
macrophone-eng mean-min-4hr 0.779 0.511
macrophone-eng min-avg-10hr 0.727 0.556
macrophone-eng min-avg-2hr 0.896 0.483
macrophone-eng min-avg-4hr 0.870 0.435
macrophone-eng min-max-10hr 0.961 0.415
macrophone-eng min-max-2hr 1.000 0.486
macrophone-eng min-max-4hr 1.000 0.370
macrophone-eng min-med-10hr 0.714 0.530
macrophone-eng min-med-2hr 0.818 0.486
macrophone-eng min-med-4hr 0.740 0.520
macrophone-eng min-min-10hr 0.623 0.567
macrophone-eng min-min-2hr 0.870 0.460
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macrophone-eng min-min-4hr 0.779 0.467
macrophone-eng stdv-avg-10hr 0.779 0.496
macrophone-eng stdv-avg-2hr 0.870 0.515
macrophone-eng stdv-avg-4hr 0.766 0.478
macrophone-eng stdv-max-10hr 0.662 0.503
macrophone-eng stdv-max-2hr 0.857 0.475
macrophone-eng stdv-max-4hr 0.818 0.466
macrophone-eng stdv-med-10hr 0.766 0.546
macrophone-eng stdv-med-2hr 0.857 0.496
macrophone-eng stdv-med-4hr 0.831 0.494
macrophone-eng stdv-min-10hr 0.831 0.477
macrophone-eng stdv-min-2hr 0.974 0.269
macrophone-eng stdv-min-4hr 1.000 0.338
macrophone-f0 mas-avg-10hr 0.610 0.551
macrophone-f0 mas-avg-2hr 0.883 0.405
macrophone-f0 mas-avg-4hr 0.779 0.540
macrophone-f0 mas-max-10hr 0.675 0.557
macrophone-f0 mas-max-2hr 0.792 0.432
macrophone-f0 mas-max-4hr 0.766 0.493
macrophone-f0 mas-med-10hr 0.870 0.426
macrophone-f0 mas-med-2hr 0.870 0.400
macrophone-f0 mas-med-4hr 0.805 0.502
macrophone-f0 mas-min-10hr 0.870 0.569
macrophone-f0 mas-min-2hr 1.000 0.435
macrophone-f0 mas-min-4hr 0.987 0.330
macrophone-f0 max-avg-10hr 0.740 0.500
macrophone-f0 max-avg-2hr 0.870 0.419
macrophone-f0 max-avg-4hr 0.883 0.509
macrophone-f0 max-max-10hr 0.766 0.516
macrophone-f0 max-max-2hr 1.000 0.394
macrophone-f0 max-max-4hr 0.870 0.446
macrophone-f0 max-med-10hr 0.818 0.442
macrophone-f0 max-med-2hr 1.000 0.424
macrophone-f0 max-med-4hr 0.909 0.412
macrophone-f0 max-min-10hr 0.779 0.527
macrophone-f0 max-min-2hr 0.883 0.447
macrophone-f0 max-min-4hr 0.779 0.452
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macrophone-f0 mean-avg-10hr 0.766 0.497
macrophone-f0 mean-avg-2hr 0.857 0.459
macrophone-f0 mean-avg-4hr 0.818 0.491
macrophone-f0 mean-max-10hr 0.805 0.495
macrophone-f0 mean-max-2hr 1.000 0.379
macrophone-f0 mean-max-4hr 0.935 0.408
macrophone-f0 mean-med-10hr 0.727 0.518
macrophone-f0 mean-med-2hr 0.909 0.444
macrophone-f0 mean-med-4hr 0.792 0.494
macrophone-f0 mean-min-10hr 0.675 0.503
macrophone-f0 mean-min-2hr 0.831 0.380
macrophone-f0 mean-min-4hr 0.831 0.451
macrophone-f0 median-avg-10hr 0.714 0.579
macrophone-f0 median-avg-2hr 0.961 0.447
macrophone-f0 median-avg-4hr 0.857 0.511
macrophone-f0 median-max-10hr 0.714 0.463
macrophone-f0 median-max-2hr 0.922 0.409
macrophone-f0 median-max-4hr 1.000 0.419
macrophone-f0 median-med-10hr 0.675 0.529
macrophone-f0 median-med-2hr 0.844 0.448
macrophone-f0 median-med-4hr 0.753 0.547
macrophone-f0 median-min-10hr 0.831 0.553
macrophone-f0 median-min-2hr 0.948 0.389
macrophone-f0 median-min-4hr 0.870 0.441
macrophone-f0 min-avg-10hr 0.766 0.538
macrophone-f0 min-avg-2hr 0.909 0.489
macrophone-f0 min-avg-4hr 0.883 0.466
macrophone-f0 min-max-10hr 0.714 0.530
macrophone-f0 min-max-2hr 0.961 0.425
macrophone-f0 min-max-4hr 0.792 0.508
macrophone-f0 min-med-10hr 0.727 0.484
macrophone-f0 min-med-2hr 0.948 0.479
macrophone-f0 min-med-4hr 0.844 0.475
macrophone-f0 min-min-10hr 0.792 0.509
macrophone-f0 min-min-2hr 0.896 0.456
macrophone-f0 min-min-4hr 0.792 0.521
macrophone-f0 stdv-avg-10hr 0.714 0.516
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macrophone-f0 stdv-avg-2hr 0.961 0.338
macrophone-f0 stdv-avg-4hr 0.779 0.513
macrophone-f0 stdv-max-10hr 0.779 0.541
macrophone-f0 stdv-max-2hr 0.948 0.354
macrophone-f0 stdv-max-4hr 0.961 0.461
macrophone-f0 stdv-med-10hr 0.688 0.532
macrophone-f0 stdv-med-2hr 0.909 0.435
macrophone-f0 stdv-med-4hr 0.844 0.520
macrophone-f0 stdv-min-10hr 0.688 0.508
macrophone-f0 stdv-min-2hr 1.026 0.490
macrophone-f0 stdv-min-4hr 0.818 0.452
macrophone-speech rate-avg-10hr 0.792 0.516
macrophone-speech rate-avg-2hr 0.883 0.520
macrophone-speech rate-avg-4hr 0.831 0.543
macrophone-speech rate-max-10hr 0.714 0.545
macrophone-speech rate-max-2hr 0.909 0.543
macrophone-speech rate-max-4hr 0.753 0.507
macrophone-speech rate-med-10hr 0.688 0.572
macrophone-speech rate-med-2hr 0.870 0.475
macrophone-speech rate-med-4hr 0.779 0.501
macrophone-speech rate-min-10hr 0.909 0.471
macrophone-speech rate-min-2hr 1.026 0.340
macrophone-speech rate-min-4hr 1.143 0.403
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-avg-10hr 0.727 0.503
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-avg-2hr 0.792 0.444
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-avg-4hr 0.766 0.513
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-max-10hr 0.597 0.511
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-max-2hr 0.870 0.482
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-max-4hr 0.870 0.510
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-med-10hr 0.662 0.507
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-med-2hr 0.805 0.508
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-med-4hr 0.818 0.517
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-min-10hr 0.831 0.548
macrophone-vcd2tot frames-min-2hr 0.987 0.437
















Voices are named are as follows:
macrophone\_utt-[selectionfeature]-[selectionlevel]-10hr
All voices are trained on 10 hours of data, as it was seen from the utterance-selected voices that




macrophone utt-eng max-avg-10hr 0.779 0.559
macrophone utt-eng max-max-10hr 1.013 0.539
macrophone utt-eng max-med-10hr 0.779 0.510
macrophone utt-eng max-min-10hr 0.753 0.496
macrophone utt-eng mean-avg-10hr 0.805 0.496
macrophone utt-eng mean-max-10hr 0.675 0.424
macrophone utt-eng mean-med-10hr 0.714 0.494
macrophone utt-eng mean-min-10hr 1.000 0.461
macrophone utt-eng min-avg-10hr 0.818 0.465
macrophone utt-eng min-max-10hr 1.039 0.391
macrophone utt-eng min-med-10hr 0.805 0.453
macrophone utt-eng min-min-10hr 0.805 0.368
macrophone utt-eng stdv-avg-10hr 0.805 0.487
macrophone utt-eng stdv-max-10hr 0.883 0.497
macrophone utt-eng stdv-med-10hr 0.844 0.428
macrophone utt-eng stdv-min-10hr 0.987 0.550
macrophone utt-f0 mas-avg-10hr 0.792 0.494
macrophone utt-f0 mas-max-10hr 0.974 0.419
macrophone utt-f0 mas-med-10hr 0.805 0.527
macrophone utt-f0 mas-min-10hr 0.805 0.556
macrophone utt-f0 max-avg-10hr 0.844 0.525
macrophone utt-f0 max-max-10hr 0.740 0.513
macrophone utt-f0 max-med-10hr 0.870 0.452
macrophone utt-f0 max-min-10hr 0.844 0.483
macrophone utt-f0 mean-avg-10hr 0.792 0.509
macrophone utt-f0 mean-max-10hr 0.857 0.483
macrophone utt-f0 mean-med-10hr 0.688 0.525
macrophone utt-f0 mean-min-10hr 0.857 0.462
macrophone utt-f0 median-avg-10hr 0.766 0.513
macrophone utt-f0 median-max-10hr 0.948 0.419
macrophone utt-f0 median-med-10hr 0.805 0.463
macrophone utt-f0 median-min-10hr 0.831 0.506
macrophone utt-f0 min-avg-10hr 0.779 0.506
macrophone utt-f0 min-max-10hr 0.896 0.493
macrophone utt-f0 min-med-10hr 0.792 0.489
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macrophone utt-f0 min-min-10hr 0.831 0.559
macrophone utt-f0 stdv-avg-10hr 0.870 0.509
macrophone utt-f0 stdv-max-10hr 0.844 0.527
macrophone utt-f0 stdv-med-10hr 0.753 0.422
macrophone utt-f0 stdv-min-10hr 0.935 0.411
macrophone utt-speech rate-avg-10hr 1.104 0.432
macrophone utt-speech rate-max-10hr 1.000 0.911
macrophone utt-speech rate-med-10hr 0.987 0.480
macrophone utt-speech rate-min-10hr 0.740 0.560
macrophone utt-vcd2tot frames-avg-10hr 0.753 0.430
macrophone utt-vcd2tot frames-max-10hr 0.974 0.433
macrophone utt-vcd2tot frames-med-10hr 0.805 0.451
macrophone utt-vcd2tot frames-min-10hr 0.948 0.470
macrophone utt-WER-avg-10hr 0.805 0.453
macrophone utt-WER-max-10hr 0.870 0.472
macrophone utt-WER-med-10hr 0.805 0.495
macrophone utt-WER-min-10hr 1.000 0.428
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Custom Question Set for Turkish
QS "LL-Vowel" {i^*,e^*,y^*,yy^*,two^*,twotwo^*,u^*,o^*,one^*,a^*,ii^*,ee^*,uu^*,
oo^*,oneone^*,aa^*}
QS "LL-Consonant" {p^*,b^*,t^*,d^*,c^*,gj^*,k^*,g^*,f^*,v^*,s^*,z^*,S^*,Z^*,h^*,G^*,
tS^*,dZ^*,m^*,n^*,l^*,five^*,r^*,j^*,w^*,N^*}
QS "LL-Stop" {p^*,b^*,t^*,d^*,c^*,gj^*,k^*,g^*,tS^*,dZ^*}
QS "LL-Nasal" {m^*,n^*,N^*}
QS "LL-Fricative" {f^*,v^*,s^*,z^*,S^*,Z^*,h^*,G^*}
QS "LL-Liquid" {l^*,five^*,r^*}
QS "LL-Front" {i^*,ii^*,e^*,ee^*,y^*,yy^*,two^*,twotwo^*,p^*,b^*,m^*,f^*,v^*,m^*,
w^*}
QS "LL-Central" {d^*,dZ^*,l^*,five^*,n^*,r^*,s^*,S^*,t^*,z^*,Z^*}
QS "LL-Back" {u^*,uu^*,o^*,oo^*,one^*,oneone^*,a^*,aa^*,c^*,gj^*,g^*,G^*,h^*,j^*,
k^*}
QS "LL-Front_Vowel" {i^*,ii^*,e^*,ee^*,y^*,yy^*,two^*,twotwo^*}
QS "LL-Back_Vowel" {u^*,uu^*,o^*,oo^*,one^*,oneone^*,a^*,aa^*}
QS "LL-Long_Vowel" {ii^*,ee^*,uu^*,oo^*,yy^*,oneone^*,aa^*,twotwo^*}
QS "LL-Short_Vowel" {i^*,e^*,y^*,two^*,u^*,o^*,one^*,a^*}
QS "LL-Front_Start_Vowel" {i^*,ii^*,e^*,ee^*,y^*,yy^*,two^*,twotwo^*}
QS "LL-High_Vowel" {i^*,ii^*,y^*,yy^*,u^*,uu^*,one^*,oneone^*}
QS "LL-Medium_Vowel" {e^*,ee^*,two^*,twotwo^*,o^*,oo^*}
QS "LL-Low_Vowel" {a^*,aa^*}
QS "LL-Rounded_Vowel" {w^*}
QS "LL-Unrounded_Vowel" {i^*,ii^*,e^*,ee^*,y^*,yy^*,two^*,twotwo^*,u^*,uu^*,o^*,oo^*,one^*,
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oneone^*,a^*,aa^*}
QS "LL-IVowel" {i^*,ii^*,y^*,yy^*}
QS "LL-EVowel" {e^*,ee^*}
QS "LL-AVowel" {a^*,aa^*}
QS "LL-OVowel" {o^*,oo^*,two^*,twotwo^*}
QS "LL-UVowel" {u^*,uu^*,one^*,oneone^*}
QS "LL-Unvoiced_Consonant" {p^*,t^*,c^*,k^*,f^*,s^*,S^*,h^*,tS^*}
QS "LL-Voiced_Consonant" {b^*,d^*,gj^*,g^*,v^*,z^*,Z^*,G^*,dZ^*,m^*,n^*,l^*,five^*,r^*,j^*,
w^*,N^*}
QS "LL-Front_Consonant" {p^*,b^*,m^*,f^*,v^*,m^*,w^*}
QS "LL-Central_Consonant" {d^*,dZ^*,l^*,five^*,n^*,r^*,s^*,S^*,t^*,z^*,Z^*}
QS "LL-Back_Consonant" {c^*,gj^*,g^*,G^*,h^*,j^*,k^*}
QS "LL-Coronal_Consonant" {t^*,d^*,s^*,z^*,S^*,Z^*,tS^*,dZ^*,n^*,r^*,N^*,l^*,five^*}
QS "LL-Non_Coronal" {p^*,b^*,f^*,c^*,gj^*,k^*,g^*,f^*,v^*,h^*,G^*,m^*,j^*,w^*}
QS "LL-Anterior_Consonant" {b^*,d^*,f^*,l^*,five^*,m^*,n^*,N^*,p^*,s^*,t^*,v^*,w^*,z^*}
QS "LL-Non_Anterior" {tS^*,g^*,h^*,Z^*,c^*,k^*,r^*,S^*,y^*,yy^*,dZ^*}
QS "LL-Continuent" {f^*,v^*,s^*,z^*,S^*,Z^*,h^*,G^*,l^*,five^*,r^*,j^*,w^*}
QS "LL-No_Continuent" {p^*,b^*,t^*,d^*,c^*,gj^*,k^*,g^*,tS^*,dZ^*,m^*,n^*,N^*}
QS "LL-Glide" {h^*,l^*,five^*,r^*,y^*,yy^*,w^*}
QS "LL-Voiced_Stop" {b^*,d^*,g^*,gj^*,dZ^*}
QS "LL-Unvoiced_Stop" {p^*,t^*,k^*,c^*,tS^*}
QS "LL-Front_Stop" {b^*,p^*}
QS "LL-Central_Stop" {d^*,t^*,tS^*,dZ^*}
QS "LL-Back_Stop" {g^*,k^*,c^*}
QS "LL-Voiced_Fricative" {v^*,z^*,Z^*,G^*}
QS "LL-Unvoiced_Fricative" {f^*,s^*,S^*,h^*}
QS "LL-Front_Fricative" {f^*,v^*}
QS "LL-Central_Fricative" {s^*,z^*}
QS "LL-Back_Fricative" {S^*,Z^*}
QS "LL-Affricate_Consonant" {tS^*,dZ^*}
QS "LL-silences" {pau^*,h#^*,brth^*,wb^*}
QS "LL-i" {i^*}
QS "LL-ii" {ii^*}
QS "LL-e" {e^*}
QS "LL-ee" {ee^*}
QS "LL-y" {y^*}
QS "LL-yy" {yy^*}
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QS "LL-two" {two^*}
QS "LL-twotwo" {twotwo^*}
QS "LL-u" {u^*}
QS "LL-uu" {uu^*}
QS "LL-o" {o^*}
QS "LL-oo" {oo^*}
QS "LL-one" {one^*}
QS "LL-oneone" {oneone^*}
QS "LL-a" {a^*}
QS "LL-aa" {aa^*}
QS "LL-p" {p^*}
QS "LL-b" {b^*}
QS "LL-t" {t^*}
QS "LL-d" {d^*}
QS "LL-c" {c^*}
QS "LL-gj" {gj^*}
QS "LL-k" {k^*}
QS "LL-g" {g^*}
QS "LL-f" {f^*}
QS "LL-v" {v^*}
QS "LL-s" {s^*}
QS "LL-z" {z^*}
QS "LL-S" {S^*}
QS "LL-Z" {Z^*}
QS "LL-h" {h^*}
QS "LL-G" {G^*}
QS "LL-tS" {tS^*}
QS "LL-dZ" {dZ^*}
QS "LL-m" {m^*}
QS "LL-n" {n^*}
QS "LL-l" {l^*}
QS "LL-five" {five^*}
QS "LL-r" {r^*}
QS "LL-j" {j^*}
QS "LL-w" {w^*}
QS "LL-N" {N^*}
QS "LL-pau" {pau^*}
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QS "LL-brth" {brth^*}
QS "LL-wb" {wb^*}
QS "L-Vowel" {*^i-*,*^e-*,*^y-*,*^yy-*,*^two-*,*^twotwo-*,*^u-*,*^o-*,*^one-*,
*^a-*,*^ii-*,*^ee-*,*^uu-*,*^oo-*,*^oneone-*,*^aa-*}
QS "L-Consonant" {*^p-*,*^b-*,*^t-*,*^d-*,*^c-*,*^gj-*,*^k-*,*^g-*,*^f-*,*^v-*,
*^s-*,*^z-*,*^S-*,*^Z-*,*^h-*,*^G-*,*^tS-*,*^dZ-*,*^m-*,*^n-*,
*^l-*,*^five-*,*^r-*,*^j-*,*^w-*,*^N-*}
QS "L-Stop" {*^p-*,*^b-*,*^t-*,*^d-*,*^c-*,*^gj-*,*^k-*,*^g-*,*^tS-*,*^dZ-*}
QS "L-Nasal" {*^m-*,*^n-*,*^N-*}
QS "L-Fricative" {*^f-*,*^v-*,*^s-*,*^z-*,*^S-*,*^Z-*,*^h-*,*^G-*}
QS "L-Liquid" {*^l-*,*^five-*,*^r-*}
QS "L-Front" {*^i-*,*^ii-*,*^e-*,*^ee-*,*^y-*,*^yy-*,*^two-*,^twotwo-*,*^p-*,
*^b-*,*^m-*,*^f-*,*^v-*,*^m-*,*^w-*}
QS "L-Central" {*^d-*,*^dZ-*,*^l-*,*^five-*,*^n-*,*^r-*,*^s-*,*^S-*,*^t-*,*^z-*,
*^Z-*}
QS "L-Back" {*^u-*,*^uu-*,*^o-*,*^oo-*,*^one-*,*^oneone-*,*^a-*,*^aa-*,*^c-*,
*^gj-*,*^g-*,*^G-*,*^h-*,*^j-*,*^k-*}
QS "L-Front_Vowel" {*^i-*,*^ii-*,*^e-*,*^ee-*,*^y-*,*^yy-*,*^two-*,*^twotwo-*}
QS "L-Back_Vowel" {*^u-*,*^uu-*,*^o-*,*^oo-*,*^one-*,*^oneone-*,*^a-*,*^aa-*}
QS "L-Long_Vowel" {*^ii-*,*^ee-*,*^uu-*,*^oo-*,*^yy-*,*^oneone-*,*^aa-*,*^twotwo-*}
QS "L-Short_Vowel" {*^i-*,*^e-*,*^y-*,*^two-*,*^u-*,*^o-*,*^one-*,*^a-*}
QS "L-Front_Start_Vowel" {*^i-*,*^ii-*,*^e-*,*^ee-*,*^y-*,*^yy-*,*^two-*,*^twotwo-*}
QS "L-High_Vowel" {*^i-*,*^ii-*,*^y-*,*^yy-*,*^u-*,*^uu-*,*^one-*,*^oneone-*}
QS "L-Medium_Vowel" {*^e-*,*^ee-*,*^two-*,*^twotwo-*,*^o-*,*^oo-*}
QS "L-Low_Vowel" {*^a-*,*^aa-*}
QS "L-Rounded_Vowel" {*^w-*}
QS "L-Unrounded_Vowel" {*^i-*,*^ii-*,*^e-*,*^ee-*,*^y-*,*^yy-*,*^two-*,*^twotwo-*,*^u-*,
*^uu-*,*^o-*,*^oo-*,*^one-*,*^oneone-*,*^a-*,*^aa-*}
QS "L-IVowel" {*^i-*,*^ii-*,*^y-*,*^yy-*}
QS "L-EVowel" {*^e-*,*^ee-*}
QS "L-AVowel" {*^a-*,*^aa-*}
QS "L-OVowel" {*^o-*,*^oo-*,*^two-*,*^twotwo-*}
QS "L-UVowel" {*^u-*,*^uu-*,*^one-*,*^oneone-*}
QS "L-Unvoiced_Consonant" {*^p-*,*^t-*,*^c-*,*^k-*,*^f-*,*^s-*,*^S-*,*^h-*,*^tS-*}
QS "L-Voiced_Consonant" {*^b-*,*^d-*,*^gj-*,*^g-*,*^v-*,*^z-*,*^Z-*,*^G-*,*^dZ-*,*^m-*,
*^n-*,*^l-*,*^five-*,*^r-*,*^j-*,*^w-*,*^N-*}
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QS "L-Front_Consonant" {*^p-*,*^b-*,*^m-*,*^f-*,*^v-*,*^m-*,*^w-*}
QS "L-Central_Consonant" {*^d-*,*^dZ-*,*^l-*,*^five-*,*^n-*,*^r-*,*^s-*,*^S-*,*^t-*,*^z-*,
*^Z-*}
QS "L-Back_Consonant" {*^c-*,*^gj-*,*^g-*,*^G-*,*^h-*,*^j-*,*^k-*}
QS "L-Coronal_Consonant" {*^t-*,*^d-*,*^s-*,*^z-*,*^S-*,*^Z-*,*^tS-*,*^dZ-*,*^n-*,*^r-*,
*^N-*,*^l-*,*^five-*}
QS "L-Non_Coronal" {*^p-*,*^b-*,*^f-*,*^c-*,*^gj-*,*^k-*,*^g-*,*^f-*,*^v-*,*^h-*,
*^G-*,*^m-*,*^j-*,*^w-*}
QS "L-Anterior_Consonant" {*^b-*,*^d-*,*^f-*,*^l-*,*^five-*,*^m-*,*^n-*,*^N-*,*^p-*,*^s-*,
*^t-*,*^v-*,*^w-*,*^z-*}
QS "L-Non_Anterior" {*^tS-*,*^g-*,*^h-*,*^Z-*,*^c-*,*^k-*,*^r-*,*^S-*,*^y-*,*^yy-*,
*^dZ-*}
QS "L-Continuent" {*^f-*,*^v-*,*^s-*,*^z-*,*^S-*,*^Z-*,*^h-*,*^G-*,*^l-*,*^five-*,
*^r-*,*^j-*,*^w-*}
QS "L-No_Continuent" {*^p-*,*^b-*,*^t-*,*^d-*,*^c-*,*^gj-*,*^k-*,*^g-*,*^tS-*,*^dZ-*,
*^m-*,*^n-*,*^N-*}
QS "L-Glide" {*^h-*,*^l-*,*^five-*,*^r-*,*^y-*,*^yy-*,*^w-*}
QS "L-Voiced_Stop" {*^b-*,*^d-*,*^g-*,*^gj-*,*^dZ-*}
QS "L-Unvoiced_Stop" {*^p-*,*^t-*,*^k-*,*^c-*,*^tS-*}
QS "L-Front_Stop" {*^b-*,*^p-*}
QS "L-Central_Stop" {*^d-*,*^t-*,*^tS-*,*^dZ-*}
QS "L-Back_Stop" {*^g-*,*^k-*,*^c-*}
QS "L-Voiced_Fricative" {*^v-*,*^z-*,*^Z-*,*^G-*}
QS "L-Unvoiced_Fricative" {*^f-*,*^s-*,*^S-*,*^h-*}
QS "L-Front_Fricative" {*^f-*,*^v-*}
QS "L-Central_Fricative" {*^s-*,*^z-*}
QS "L-Back_Fricative" {*^S-*,*^Z-*}
QS "L-Affricate_Consonant" {*^tS-*,*^dZ-*}
QS "L-silences" {*^pau-*,*^h#-*,*^brth-*,*^wb-*}
QS "L-i" {*^i-*}
QS "L-ii" {*^ii-*}
QS "L-e" {*^e-*}
QS "L-ee" {*^ee-*}
QS "L-y" {*^y-*}
QS "L-yy" {*^yy-*}
QS "L-two" {*^two-*}
QS "L-twotwo" {*^twotwo-*}
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QS "L-u" {*^u-*}
QS "L-uu" {*^uu-*}
QS "L-o" {*^o-*}
QS "L-oo" {*^oo-*}
QS "L-one" {*^one-*}
QS "L-oneone" {*^oneone-*}
QS "L-a" {*^a-*}
QS "L-aa" {*^aa-*}
QS "L-p" {*^p-*}
QS "L-b" {*^b-*}
QS "L-t" {*^t-*}
QS "L-d" {*^d-*}
QS "L-c" {*^c-*}
QS "L-gj" {*^gj-*}
QS "L-k" {*^k-*}
QS "L-g" {*^g-*}
QS "L-f" {*^f-*}
QS "L-v" {*^v-*}
QS "L-s" {*^s-*}
QS "L-z" {*^z-*}
QS "L-S" {*^S-*}
QS "L-Z" {*^Z-*}
QS "L-h" {*^h-*}
QS "L-G" {*^G-*}
QS "L-tS" {*^tS-*}
QS "L-dZ" {*^dZ-*}
QS "L-m" {*^m-*}
QS "L-n" {*^n-*}
QS "L-l" {*^l-*}
QS "L-five" {*^five-*}
QS "L-r" {*^r-*}
QS "L-j" {*^j-*}
QS "L-w" {*^w-*}
QS "L-N" {*^N-*}
QS "L-pau" {*^pau-*}
QS "L-brth" {*^brth-*}
QS "L-wb" {*^wb-*}
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QS "C-Vowel" {*-i+*,*-e+*,*-y+*,*-yy+*,*-two+*,*-twotwo+*,*-u+*,*-o+*,
*-one+*,*-a+*,*-ii+*,*-ee+*,*-uu+*,*-oo+*,*-oneone+*,*-aa+*}
QS "C-Consonant" {*-p+*,*-b+*,*-t+*,*-d+*,*-c+*,*-gj+*,*-k+*,*-g+*,*-f+*,*-v+*,
*-s+*,*-z+*,*-S+*,*-Z+*,*-h+*,*-G+*,*-tS+*,*-dZ+*,*-m+*,*-n+*,
*-l+*,*-five+*,*-r+*,*-j+*,*-w+*,*-N+*}
QS "C-Stop" {*-p+*,*-b+*,*-t+*,*-d+*,*-c+*,*-gj+*,*-k+*,*-g+*,*-tS+*,
*-dZ+*}
QS "C-Nasal" {*-m+*,*-n+*,*-N+*}
QS "C-Fricative" {*-f+*,*-v+*,*-s+*,*-z+*,*-S+*,*-Z+*,*-h+*,*-G+*}
QS "C-Liquid" {*-l+*,*-five+*,*-r+*}
QS "C-Front" {*-i+*,*-ii+*,*-e+*,*-ee+*,*-y+*,*-yy+*,*-two+*,*-twotwo+*,
*-p+*,*-b+*,*-m+*,*-f+*,*-v+*,*-m+*,*-w+*}
QS "C-Central" {*-d+*,*-dZ+*,*-l+*,*-five+*,*-n+*,*-r+*,*-s+*,*-S+*,*-t+*,
*-z+*,*-Z+*}
QS "C-Back" {*-u+*,*-uu+*,*-o+*,*-oo+*,*-one+*,*-oneone+*,*-a+*,*-aa+*,
*-c+*,*-gj+*,*-g+*,*-G+*,*-h+*,*-j+*,*-k+*}
QS "C-Front_Vowel" {*-i+*,*-ii+*,*-e+*,*-ee+*,*-y+*,*-yy+*,*-two+*,*-twotwo+*}
QS "C-Back_Vowel" {*-u+*,*-uu+*,*-o+*,*-oo+*,*-one+*,*-oneone+*,*-a+*,*-aa+*}
QS "C-Long_Vowel" {*-ii+*,*-ee+*,*-uu+*,*-oo+*,*-yy+*,*-oneone+*,*-aa+*,
*-twotwo+*}
QS "C-Short_Vowel" {*-i+*,*-e+*,*-y+*,*-two+*,*-u+*,*-o+*,*-one+*,*-a+*}
QS "C-Front_Start_Vowel" {*-i+*,*-ii+*,*-e+*,*-ee+*,*-y+*,*-yy+*,*-two+*,*-twotwo+*}
QS "C-High_Vowel" {*-i+*,*-ii+*,*-y+*,*-yy+*,*-u+*,*-uu+*,*-one+*,*-oneone+*}
QS "C-Medium_Vowel" {*-e+*,*-ee+*,*-two+*,*-twotwo+*,*-o+*,*-oo+*}
QS "C-Low_Vowel" {*-a+*,*-aa+*}
QS "C-Rounded_Vowel" {*-w+*}
QS "C-Unrounded_Vowel" {*-i+*,*-ii+*,*-e+*,*-ee+*,*-y+*,*-yy+*,*-two+*,*-twotwo+*,
*-u+*,*-uu+*,*-o+*,*-oo+*,*-one+*,*-oneone+*,*-a+*,*-aa+*}
QS "C-IVowel" {*-i+*,*-ii+*,*-y+*,*-yy+*}
QS "C-EVowel" {*-e+*,*-ee+*}
QS "C-AVowel" {*-a+*,*-aa+*}
QS "C-OVowel" {*-o+*,*-oo+*,*-two+*,*-twotwo+*}
QS "C-UVowel" {*-u+*,*-uu+*,*-one+*,*-oneone+*}
QS "C-Unvoiced_Consonant" {*-p+*,*-t+*,*-c+*,*-k+*,*-f+*,*-s+*,*-S+*,*-h+*,*-tS+*}
QS "C-Voiced_Consonant" {*-b+*,*-d+*,*-gj+*,*-g+*,*-v+*,*-z+*,*-Z+*,*-G+*,*-dZ+*,*-m+*,
*-n+*,*-l+*,*-five+*,*-r+*,*-j+*,*-w+*,*-N+*}
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QS "C-Front_Consonant" {*-p+*,*-b+*,*-m+*,*-f+*,*-v+*,*-m+*,*-w+*}
QS "C-Central_Consonant" {*-d+*,*-dZ+*,*-l+*,*-five+*,*-n+*,*-r+*,*-s+*,*-S+*,*-t+*,
*-z+*,*-Z+*}
QS "C-Back_Consonant" {*-c+*,*-gj+*,*-g+*,*-G+*,*-h+*,*-j+*,*-k+*}
QS "C-Coronal_Consonant" {*-t+*,*-d+*,*-s+*,*-z+*,*-S+*,*-Z+*,*-tS+*,*-dZ+*,*-n+*,*-r+*,
*-N+*,*-l+*,*-five+*}
QS "C-Non_Coronal" {*-p+*,*-b+*,*-f+*,*-c+*,*-gj+*,*-k+*,*-g+*,*-f+*,*-v+*,*-h+*,
*-G+*,*-m+*,*-j+*,*-w+*}
QS "C-Anterior_Consonant" {*-b+*,*-d+*,*-f+*,*-l+*,*-five+*,*-m+*,*-n+*,*-N+*,*-p+*,
*-s+*,*-t+*,*-v+*,*-w+*,*-z+*}
QS "C-Non_Anterior" {*-tS+*,*-g+*,*-h+*,*-Z+*,*-c+*,*-k+*,*-r+*,*-S+*,*-y+*,*-yy+*,
*-dZ+*}
QS "C-Continuent" {*-f+*,*-v+*,*-s+*,*-z+*,*-S+*,*-Z+*,*-h+*,*-G+*,*-l+*,*-five+*,
*-r+*,*-j+*,*-w+*}
QS "C-No_Continuent" {*-p+*,*-b+*,*-t+*,*-d+*,*-c+*,*-gj+*,*-k+*,*-g+*,*-tS+*,*-dZ+*,
*-m+*,*-n+*,*-N+*}
QS "C-Glide" {*-h+*,*-l+*,*-five+*,*-r+*,*-y+*,*-yy+*,*-w+*}
QS "C-Voiced_Stop" {*-b+*,*-d+*,*-g+*,*-gj+*,*-dZ+*}
QS "C-Unvoiced_Stop" {*-p+*,*-t+*,*-k+*,*-c+*,*-tS+*}
QS "C-Front_Stop" {*-b+*,*-p+*}
QS "C-Central_Stop" {*-d+*,*-t+*,*-tS+*,*-dZ+*}
QS "C-Back_Stop" {*-g+*,*-k+*,*-c+*}
QS "C-Voiced_Fricative" {*-v+*,*-z+*,*-Z+*,*-G+*}
QS "C-Unvoiced_Fricative" {*-f+*,*-s+*,*-S+*,*-h+*}
QS "C-Front_Fricative" {*-f+*,*-v+*}
QS "C-Central_Fricative" {*-s+*,*-z+*}
QS "C-Back_Fricative" {*-S+*,*-Z+*}
QS "C-Affricate_Consonant" {*-tS+*,*-dZ+*}
QS "C-silences" {*-pau+*,*-h#+*,*-brth+*,*-wb+*}
QS "C-i" {*-i+*}
QS "C-ii" {*-ii+*}
QS "C-e" {*-e+*}
QS "C-ee" {*-ee+*}
QS "C-y" {*-y+*}
QS "C-yy" {*-yy+*}
QS "C-two" {*-two+*}
QS "C-twotwo" {*-twotwo+*}
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QS "C-u" {*-u+*}
QS "C-uu" {*-uu+*}
QS "C-o" {*-o+*}
QS "C-oo" {*-oo+*}
QS "C-one" {*-one+*}
QS "C-oneone" {*-oneone+*}
QS "C-a" {*-a+*}
QS "C-aa" {*-aa+*}
QS "C-p" {*-p+*}
QS "C-b" {*-b+*}
QS "C-t" {*-t+*}
QS "C-d" {*-d+*}
QS "C-c" {*-c+*}
QS "C-gj" {*-gj+*}
QS "C-k" {*-k+*}
QS "C-g" {*-g+*}
QS "C-f" {*-f+*}
QS "C-v" {*-v+*}
QS "C-s" {*-s+*}
QS "C-z" {*-z+*}
QS "C-S" {*-S+*}
QS "C-Z" {*-Z+*}
QS "C-h" {*-h+*}
QS "C-G" {*-G+*}
QS "C-tS" {*-tS+*}
QS "C-dZ" {*-dZ+*}
QS "C-m" {*-m+*}
QS "C-n" {*-n+*}
QS "C-l" {*-l+*}
QS "C-five" {*-five+*}
QS "C-r" {*-r+*}
QS "C-j" {*-j+*}
QS "C-w" {*-w+*}
QS "C-N" {*-N+*}
QS "C-pau" {*-pau+*}
QS "C-brth" {*-brth+*}
QS "C-wb" {*-wb+*}
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QS "R-Vowel" {*+i=*,*+e=*,*+y=*,*+yy=*,*+two=*,*+twotwo=*,*+u=*,*+o=*,
*+one=*,*+a=*,*+ii=*,*+ee=*,*+uu=*,*+oo=*,*+oneone=*,*+aa=*}
QS "R-Consonant" {*+p=*,*+b=*,*+t=*,*+d=*,*+c=*,*+gj=*,*+k=*,*+g=*,*+f=*,*+v=*,
*+s=*,*+z=*,*+S=*,*+Z=*,*+h=*,*+G=*,*+tS=*,*+dZ=*,*+m=*,
*+n=*,*+l=*,*+five=*,*+r=*,*+j=*,*+w=*,*+N=*}
QS "R-Stop" {*+p=*,*+b=*,*+t=*,*+d=*,*+c=*,*+gj=*,*+k=*,*+g=*,*+tS=*,
*+dZ=*}
QS "R-Nasal" {*+m=*,*+n=*,*+N=*}
QS "R-Fricative" {*+f=*,*+v=*,*+s=*,*+z=*,*+S=*,*+Z=*,*+h=*,*+G=*}
QS "R-Liquid" {*+l=*,*+five=*,*+r=*}
QS "R-Front" {*+i=*,*+ii=*,*+e=*,*+ee=*,*+y=*,*+yy=*,*+two=*,*+twotwo=*,
*+p=*,*+b=*,*+m=*,*+f=*,*+v=*,*+m=*,*+w=*}
QS "R-Central" {*+d=*,*+dZ=*,*+l=*,*+five=*,*+n=*,*+r=*,*+s=*,*+S=*,*+t=*,
*+z=*,*+Z=*}
QS "R-Back" {*+u=*,*+uu=*,*+o=*,*+oo=*,*+one=*,*+oneone=*,*+a=*,*+aa=*,
*+c=*,*+gj=*,*+g=*,*+G=*,*+h=*,*+j=*,*+k=*}
QS "R-Front_Vowel" {*+i=*,*+ii=*,*+e=*,*+ee=*,*+y=*,*+yy=*,*+two=*,*+twotwo=*}
QS "R-Back_Vowel" {*+u=*,*+uu=*,*+o=*,*+oo=*,*+one=*,*+oneone=*,*+a=*,*+aa=*}
QS "R-Long_Vowel" {*+ii=*,*+ee=*,*+uu=*,*+oo=*,*+yy=*,*+oneone=*,*+aa=*,
*+twotwo=*}
QS "R-Short_Vowel" {*+i=*,*+e=*,*+y=*,*+two=*,*+u=*,*+o=*,*+one=*,*+a=*}
QS "R-Front_Start_Vowel" {*+i=*,*+ii=*,*+e=*,*+ee=*,*+y=*,*+yy=*,*+two=*,*+twotwo=*}
QS "R-High_Vowel" {*+i=*,*+ii=*,*+y=*,*+yy=*,*+u=*,*+uu=*,*+one=*,*+oneone=*}
QS "R-Medium_Vowel" {*+e=*,*+ee=*,*+two=*,*+twotwo=*,*+o=*,*+oo=*}
QS "R-Low_Vowel" {*+a=*,*+aa=*}
QS "R-Rounded_Vowel" {*+w=*}
QS "R-Unrounded_Vowel" {*+i=*,*+ii=*,*+e=*,*+ee=*,*+y=*,*+yy=*,*+two=*,*+twotwo=*,
*+u=*,*+uu=*,
*+o=*,*+oo=*,*+one=*,*+oneone=*,*+a=*,*+aa=*}
QS "R-IVowel" {*+i=*,*+ii=*,*+y=*,*+yy=*}
QS "R-EVowel" {*+e=*,*+ee=*}
QS "R-AVowel" {*+a=*,*+aa=*}
QS "R-OVowel" {*+o=*,*+oo=*,*+two=*,*+twotwo=*}
QS "R-UVowel" {*+u=*,*+uu=*,*+one=*,*+oneone=*}
QS "R-Unvoiced_Consonant" {*+p=*,*+t=*,*+c=*,*+k=*,*+f=*,*+s=*,*+S=*,*+h=*,*+tS=*}
QS "R-Voiced_Consonant" {*+b=*,*+d=*,*+gj=*,*+g=*,*+v=*,*+z=*,*+Z=*,*+G=*,*+dZ=*,
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*+m=*,*+n=*,*+l=*,*+five=*,*+r=*,*+j=*,*+w=*,*+N=*}
QS "R-Front_Consonant" {*+p=*,*+b=*,*+m=*,*+f=*,*+v=*,*+m=*,*+w=*}
QS "R-Central_Consonant" {*+d=*,*+dZ=*,*+l=*,*+five=*,*+n=*,*+r=*,*+s=*,*+S=*,*+t=*,
*+z=*,*+Z=*}
QS "R-Back_Consonant" {*+c=*,*+gj=*,*+g=*,*+G=*,*+h=*,*+j=*,*+k=*}
QS "R-Coronal_Consonant" {*+t=*,*+d=*,*+s=*,*+z=*,*+S=*,*+Z=*,*+tS=*,*+dZ=*,*+n=*,
*+r=*,*+N=*,*+l=*,*+five=*}
QS "R-Non_Coronal" {*+p=*,*+b=*,*+f=*,*+c=*,*+gj=*,*+k=*,*+g=*,*+f=*,*+v=*,
*+h=*,*+G=*,*+m=*,*+j=*,*+w=*}
QS "R-Anterior_Consonant" {*+b=*,*+d=*,*+f=*,*+l=*,*+five=*,*+m=*,*+n=*,*+N=*,*+p=*,
*+s=*,*+t=*,*+v=*,*+w=*,*+z=*}
QS "R-Non_Anterior" {*+tS=*,*+g=*,*+h=*,*+Z=*,*+c=*,*+k=*,*+r=*,*+S=*,*+y=*,
*+yy=*,*+dZ=*}
QS "R-Continuent" {*+f=*,*+v=*,*+s=*,*+z=*,*+S=*,*+Z=*,*+h=*,*+G=*,*+l=*,
*+five=*,*+r=*,*+j=*,*+w=*}
QS "R-No_Continuent" {*+p=*,*+b=*,*+t=*,*+d=*,*+c=*,*+gj=*,*+k=*,*+g=*,*+tS=*,
*+dZ=*,*+m=*,*+n=*,*+N=*}
QS "R-Glide" {*+h=*,*+l=*,*+five=*,*+r=*,*+y=*,*+yy=*,*+w=*}
QS "R-Voiced_Stop" {*+b=*,*+d=*,*+g=*,*+gj=*,*+dZ=*}
QS "R-Unvoiced_Stop" {*+p=*,*+t=*,*+k=*,*+c=*,*+tS=*}
QS "R-Front_Stop" {*+b=*,*+p=*}
QS "R-Central_Stop" {*+d=*,*+t=*,*+tS=*,*+dZ=*}
QS "R-Back_Stop" {*+g=*,*+k=*,*+c=*}
QS "R-Voiced_Fricative" {*+v=*,*+z=*,*+Z=*,*+G=*}
QS "R-Unvoiced_Fricative" {*+f=*,*+s=*,*+S=*,*+h=*}
QS "R-Front_Fricative" {*+f=*,*+v=*}
QS "R-Central_Fricative" {*+s=*,*+z=*}
QS "R-Back_Fricative" {*+S=*,*+Z=*}
QS "R-Affricate_Consonant" {*+tS=*,*+dZ=*}
QS "R-silences" {*+pau=*,*+h#=*,*+brth=*,*+wb=*}
QS "R-i" {*+i=*}
QS "R-ii" {*+ii=*}
QS "R-e" {*+e=*}
QS "R-ee" {*+ee=*}
QS "R-y" {*+y=*}
QS "R-yy" {*+yy=*}
QS "R-two" {*+two=*}
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QS "R-twotwo" {*+twotwo=*}
QS "R-u" {*+u=*}
QS "R-uu" {*+uu=*}
QS "R-o" {*+o=*}
QS "R-oo" {*+oo=*}
QS "R-one" {*+one=*}
QS "R-oneone" {*+oneone=*}
QS "R-a" {*+a=*}
QS "R-aa" {*+aa=*}
QS "R-p" {*+p=*}
QS "R-b" {*+b=*}
QS "R-t" {*+t=*}
QS "R-d" {*+d=*}
QS "R-c" {*+c=*}
QS "R-gj" {*+gj=*}
QS "R-k" {*+k=*}
QS "R-g" {*+g=*}
QS "R-f" {*+f=*}
QS "R-v" {*+v=*}
QS "R-s" {*+s=*}
QS "R-z" {*+z=*}
QS "R-S" {*+S=*}
QS "R-Z" {*+Z=*}
QS "R-h" {*+h=*}
QS "R-G" {*+G=*}
QS "R-tS" {*+tS=*}
QS "R-dZ" {*+dZ=*}
QS "R-m" {*+m=*}
QS "R-n" {*+n=*}
QS "R-l" {*+l=*}
QS "R-five" {*+five=*}
QS "R-r" {*+r=*}
QS "R-j" {*+j=*}
QS "R-w" {*+w=*}
QS "R-N" {*+N=*}
QS "R-pau" {*+pau=*}
QS "R-brth" {*+brth=*}
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QS "R-wb" {*+wb=*}
QS "RR-Vowel" {*=i@*,*=e@*,*=y@*,*=yy@*,*=two@*,*=twotwo@*,*=u@*,*=o@*,*=one@*,
*=a@*,*=ii@*,*=ee@*,*=uu@*,*=oo@*,*=oneone@*,*=aa@*}
QS "RR-Consonant" {*=p@*,*=b@*,*=t@*,*=d@*,*=c@*,*=gj@*,*=k@*,*=g@*,*=f@*,*=v@*,
*=s@*,*=z@*,*=S@*,*=Z@*,*=h@*,*=G@*,*=tS@*,*=dZ@*,*=m@*,*=n@*,
*=l@*,*=five@*,*=r@*,*=j@*,*=w@*,*=N@*}
QS "RR-Stop" {*=p@*,*=b@*,*=t@*,*=d@*,*=c@*,*=gj@*,*=k@*,*=g@*,*=tS@*,*=dZ@*}
QS "RR-Nasal" {*=m@*,*=n@*,*=N@*}
QS "RR-Fricative" {*=f@*,*=v@*,*=s@*,*=z@*,*=S@*,*=Z@*,*=h@*,*=G@*}
QS "RR-Liquid" {*=l@*,*=five@*,*=r@*}
QS "RR-Front" {*=i@*,*=ii@*,*=e@*,*=ee@*,*=y@*,*=yy@*,*=two@*,*=twotwo@*,*=p@*,
*=b@*,*=m@*,*=f@*,*=v@*,*=m@*,*=w@*}
QS "RR-Central" {*=d@*,*=dZ@*,*=l@*,*=five@*,*=n@*,*=r@*,*=s@*,*=S@*,*=t@*,*=z@*,
*=Z@*}
QS "RR-Back" {*=u@*,*=uu@*,*=o@*,*=oo@*,*=one@*,*=oneone@*,*=a@*,*=aa@*,*=c@*,
*=gj@*,*=g@*,*=G@*,*=h@*,*=j@*,*=k@*}
QS "RR-Front_Vowel" {*=i@*,*=ii@*,*=e@*,*=ee@*,*=y@*,*=yy@*,*=two@*,*=twotwo@*}
QS "RR-Back_Vowel" {*=u@*,*=uu@*,*=o@*,*=oo@*,*=one@*,*=oneone@*,*=a@*,*=aa@*}
QS "RR-Long_Vowel" {*=ii@*,*=ee@*,*=uu@*,*=oo@*,*=yy@*,*=oneone@*,*=aa@*,*=twotwo@*}
QS "RR-Short_Vowel" {*=i@*,*=e@*,*=y@*,*=two@*,*=u@*,*=o@*,*=one@*,*=a@*}
QS "RR-Front_Start_Vowel" {*=i@*,*=ii@*,*=e@*,*=ee@*,*=y@*,*=yy@*,*=two@*,*=twotwo@*}
QS "RR-High_Vowel" {*=i@*,*=ii@*,*=y@*,*=yy@*,*=u@*,*=uu@*,*=one@*,*=oneone@*}
QS "RR-Medium_Vowel" {*=e@*,*=ee@*,*=two@*,*=twotwo@*,*=o@*,*=oo@*}
QS "RR-Low_Vowel" {*=a@*,*=aa@*}
QS "RR-Rounded_Vowel" {*=w@*}
QS "RR-Unrounded_Vowel" {*=i@*,*=ii@*,*=e@*,*=ee@*,*=y@*,*=yy@*,*=two@*,*=twotwo@*,*=u@*,
*=uu@*,*=o@*,*=oo@*,*=one@*,*=oneone@*,*=a@*,*=aa@*}
QS "RR-IVowel" {*=i@*,*=ii@*,*=y@*,*=yy@*}
QS "RR-EVowel" {*=e@*,*=ee@*}
QS "RR-AVowel" {*=a@*,*=aa@*}
QS "RR-OVowel" {*=o@*,*=oo@*,*=two@*,*=twotwo@*}
QS "RR-UVowel" {*=u@*,*=uu@*,*=one@*,*=oneone@*}
QS "RR-Unvoiced_Consonant" {*=p@*,*=t@*,*=c@*,*=k@*,*=f@*,*=s@*,*=S@*,*=h@*,*=tS@*}
QS "RR-Voiced_Consonant" {*=b@*,*=d@*,*=gj@*,*=g@*,*=v@*,*=z@*,*=Z@*,*=G@*,*=dZ@*,*=m@*,
*=n@*,*=l@*,*=five@*,*=r@*,*=j@*,*=w@*,*=N@*}
QS "RR-Front_Consonant" {*=p@*,*=b@*,*=m@*,*=f@*,*=v@*,*=m@*,*=w@*}
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QS "RR-Central_Consonant" {*=d@*,*=dZ@*,*=l@*,*=five@*,*=n@*,*=r@*,*=s@*,*=S@*,*=t@*,
*=z@*,*=Z@*}
QS "RR-Back_Consonant" {*=c@*,*=gj@*,*=g@*,*=G@*,*=h@*,*=j@*,*=k@*}
QS "RR-Coronal_Consonant" {*=t@*,*=d@*,*=s@*,*=z@*,*=S@*,*=Z@*,*=tS@*,*=dZ@*,*=n@*,*=r@*,
*=N@*,*=l@*,*=five@*}
QS "RR-Non_Coronal" {*=p@*,*=b@*,*=f@*,*=c@*,*=gj@*,*=k@*,*=g@*,*=f@*,*=v@*,*=h@*,
*=G@*,*=m@*,*=j@*,*=w@*}
QS "RR-Anterior_Consonant" {*=b@*,*=d@*,*=f@*,*=l@*,*=five@*,*=m@*,*=n@*,*=N@*,*=p@*,
*=s@*,*=t@*,*=v@*,*=w@*,*=z@*}
QS "RR-Non_Anterior" {*=tS@*,*=g@*,*=h@*,*=Z@*,*=c@*,*=k@*,*=r@*,*=S@*,*=y@*,*=yy@*,
*=dZ@*}
QS "RR-Continuent" {*=f@*,*=v@*,*=s@*,*=z@*,*=S@*,*=Z@*,*=h@*,*=G@*,*=l@*,
*=five@*,*=r@*,*=j@*,*=w@*}
QS "RR-No_Continuent" {*=p@*,*=b@*,*=t@*,*=d@*,*=c@*,*=gj@*,*=k@*,*=g@*,*=tS@*,
*=dZ@*,*=m@*,*=n@*, *=N@*}
QS "RR-Glide" {*=h@*,*=l@*,*=five@*,*=r@*,*=y@*,*=yy@*,*=w@*}
QS "RR-Voiced_Stop" {*=b@*,*=d@*,*=g@*,*=gj@*,*=dZ@*}
QS "RR-Unvoiced_Stop" {*=p@*,*=t@*,*=k@*,*=c@*,*=tS@*}
QS "RR-Front_Stop" {*=b@*,*=p@*}
QS "RR-Central_Stop" {*=d@*,*=t@*,*=tS@*,*=dZ@*}
QS "RR-Back_Stop" {*=g@*,*=k@*,*=c@*}
QS "RR-Voiced_Fricative" {*=v@*,*=z@*,*=Z@*,*=G@*}
QS "RR-Unvoiced_Fricative" {*=f@*,*=s@*,*=S@*,*=h@*}
QS "RR-Front_Fricative" {*=f@*,*=v@*}
QS "RR-Central_Fricative" {*=s@*,*=z@*}
QS "RR-Back_Fricative" {*=S@*,*=Z@*}
QS "RR-Affricate_Consonant" {*=tS@*,*=dZ@*}
QS "RR-silences" {*=pau@*,*=h#@*,*=brth@*,*=wb@*}
QS "RR-i" {*=i@*}
QS "RR-ii" {*=ii@*}
QS "RR-e" {*=e@*}
QS "RR-ee" {*=ee@*}
QS "RR-y" {*=y@*}
QS "RR-yy" {*=yy@*}
QS "RR-two" {*=two@*}
QS "RR-twotwo" {*=twotwo@*}
QS "RR-u" {*=u@*}
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QS "RR-uu" {*=uu@*}
QS "RR-o" {*=o@*}
QS "RR-oo" {*=oo@*}
QS "RR-one" {*=one@*}
QS "RR-oneone" {*=oneone@*}
QS "RR-a" {*=a@*}
QS "RR-aa" {*=aa@*}
QS "RR-p" {*=p@*}
QS "RR-b" {*=b@*}
QS "RR-t" {*=t@*}
QS "RR-d" {*=d@*}
QS "RR-c" {*=c@*}
QS "RR-gj" {*=gj@*}
QS "RR-k" {*=k@*}
QS "RR-g" {*=g@*}
QS "RR-f" {*=f@*}
QS "RR-v" {*=v@*}
QS "RR-s" {*=s@*}
QS "RR-z" {*=z@*}
QS "RR-S" {*=S@*}
QS "RR-Z" {*=Z@*}
QS "RR-h" {*=h@*}
QS "RR-G" {*=G@*}
QS "RR-tS" {*=tS@*}
QS "RR-dZ" {*=dZ@*}
QS "RR-m" {*=m@*}
QS "RR-n" {*=n@*}
QS "RR-l" {*=l@*}
QS "RR-five" {*=five@*}
QS "RR-r" {*=r@*}
QS "RR-j" {*=j@*}
QS "RR-w" {*=w@*}
QS "RR-N" {*=N@*}
QS "RR-pau" {*=pau@*}
QS "RR-brth" {*=brth@*}
QS "RR-wb" {*=wb@*}
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QS "C-Syl_Vowel==x" {*|x/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Vowel==no" {*|novowel/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Vowel" {*|i/C:*,*|e/C:*,*|y/C:*,*|yy/C:*,*|two/C:*,*|twotwo/C:*,
*|u/C:*,*|o/C:*,*|one/C:*,*|a/C:*,*|ii/C:*,*|ee/C:*,*|uu/C:*,
*|oo/C:*,*|oneone/C:*,*|aa/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Front_Vowel" {*|i/C:*,*|ii/C:*,*|e/C:*,*|ee/C:*,*|y/C:*,*|yy/C:*,*|two/C:*,
*|twotwo/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Back_Vowel" {*|u/C:*,*|uu/C:*,*|o/C:*,*|oo/C:*,*|one/C:*,*|oneone/C:*,
*|a/C:*,*|aa/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Long_Vowel" {*|ii/C:*,*|ee/C:*,*|uu/C:*,*|oo/C:*,*|oneone/C:*,*|aa/C:*,
*|twotwo/C:*,*|yy/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Short_Vowel" {*|i/C:*,*|e/C:*,*|y/C:*,*|two/C:*,*|u/C:*,*|o/C:*,*|one/C:*,
*|a/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Front_Start" {*|i/C:*,*|ii/C:*,*|e/C:*,*|ee/C:*,*|y/C:*,*|yy/C:*,*|two/C:*,
*|twotwo/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_High_Vowel" {*|i/C:*,*|ii/C:*,*|y/C:*,*|yy/C:*,*|u/C:*,*|uu/C:*,*|one/C:*,
*|oneone/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Medium_Vowel" {*|e/C:*,*|ee/C:*,*|two/C:*,*|twotwo/C:*,*|o/C:*,*|oo/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Low_Vowel" {*|a/C:*,*|aa/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Rounded_Vowel" {*|w/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_Unrounded_Vowel" {*|i/C:*,*|ii/C:*,*|e/C:*,*|ee/C:*,*|y/C:*,*|yy/C:*,*|two/C:*,
*|twotwo/C:*,*|u/C:*,*|uu/C:*,*|o/C:*,*|oo/C:*,*|one/C:*,
*|oneone/C:*,*|a/C:*,*|aa/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_IVowel" {*|i/C:*,*|ii/C:*,*|y/C:*,*|yy/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_EVowel" {*|e/C:*,*|ee/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_AVowel" {*|a/C:*,*|aa/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_OVowel" {*|o/C:*,*|oo/C:*,*|two/C:*,*|twotwo/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_UVowel" {*|u/C:*,*|uu/C:*,*|one/C:*,*|oneone/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_i" {*|i/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_ii" {*|ii/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_e" {*|e/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_ee" {*|ee/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_y" {*|y/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_yy" {*|yy/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_two" {*|two/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_twotwo" {*|twotwo/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_u" {*|u/C:*}
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QS "C-Syl_uu" {*|uu/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_o" {*|o/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_oo" {*|oo/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_one" {*|one/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_oneone" {*|oneone/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_a" {*|a/C:*}
QS "C-Syl_aa" {*|aa/C:*}
CQS "Seg_Fw" {@(\d+)_}
CQS "Seg_Bw" {_(\d+)/A:}
CQS "R-Syl_Num-Segs" {+(\d+)/D:}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==0" {/D:0_}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==aux" {*/D:aux_*}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==cc" {*/D:cc_*}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==content" {*/D:content_*}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==det" {*/D:det_*}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==in" {*/D:in_*}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==md" {*/D:md_*}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==pps" {*/D:pps_*}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==punc" {*/D:punc_*}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==to" {*/D:to_*}
QS "L-Word_GPOS==wp" {*/D:wp_*}
CQS "L-Word_Num-Syls" {_(\d+)/E:}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==x" {/E:x+}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==aux" {*/E:aux+*}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==cc" {*/E:cc+*}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==content" {*/E:content+*}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==det" {*/E:det+*}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==in" {*/E:in+*}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==md" {*/E:md+*}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==pps" {*/E:pps+*}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==punc" {*/E:punc+*}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==to" {*/E:to+*}
QS "C-Word_GPOS==wp" {*/E:wp+*}
CQS "C-Word_Num-Syls" {+(\d+)@}
CQS "Pos_C-Word_in_C-Phrase(Fw)" {@(\d+)+}
CQS "Pos_C-Word_in_C-Phrase(Bw)" {+(\d+)&}
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CQS "Num-ContWord_before_C-Word_in_C-Phrase" {&(\d+)+}
CQS "Num-ContWord_after_C-Word_in_C-Phrase" {+(\d+)#}
CQS "Num-Words_from_prev-ContWord" {#(\d+)+}
CQS "Num-Words_from_next-ContWord" {+(\d+)/F:}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==aux" {*/F:aux_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==cc" {*/F:cc_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==content" {*/F:content_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==det" {*/F:det_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==in" {*/F:in_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==md" {*/F:md_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==pps" {*/F:pps_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==punc" {*/F:punc_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==to" {*/F:to_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==wp" {*/F:wp_*}
QS "R-Word_GPOS==0" {/F:0_}
CQS "R-Word_Num-Syls" {_(\d+)/G:}
CQS "L-Phrase_Num-Syls" {/G:(\d+)_}
CQS "L-Phrase_Num-Words" {_(\d+)/H:}
CQS "C-Phrase_Num-Syls" {/H:(\d+)=}
CQS "C-Phrase_Num-Words" {=(\d+)@}
CQS "Pos_C-Phrase_in_Utterance(Fw)" {@(\d+)=}
CQS "Pos_C-Phrase_in_Utterance(Bw)" {=(\d+)&}
CQS "R-Phrase_Num-Syls" {/I:(\d+)=}
CQS "R-Phrase_Num-Words" {=(\d+)/J:}
CQS "Num-Syls_in_Utterance" {/J:(\d+)+}
CQS "Num-Words_in_Utterance" {+(\d+)-}
CQS "Num-Phrases_in_Utterance" {-(\d+)}
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